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ABSTRACT 

Aim of this project isn't to support legal gambling but to provide information of 

other countries with legal gambling. Truly, this matter shouldn't fall into two or three 

persons discussion. Thai population should have a say on this topic. To add more 

allowing legal gambling or not is quite complicated. Things to consider include 

principles, exceptions of real facts and things to do with in the principles. The 

researcher thinks that the principle matter is within each person's opinion. When 

considering benefits from the research there are two main points. The first point is no 

matter gambling is legal or not, gambling can effect the society and the economy 

largely. The second point is, different countries have different ways to manage and to 

control gambling systems. 

The feasibility of establishing legal casino's in Thailand is checked by using 

Research Methodology. The Research Methodology uses popability sampling methods 

with the distribution of 2, 709 questionnaires, which is the sample size. Questionnaires 

are distributed to 6 different provinces which are the most popular tourist destinations 

among Thai people. 

From the results, you can see that there are two different kinds on this matter. 

In short term, illegal gambling continues and is hard to control. Corruption is still 

around and gambling opens up the chance for police corruption. Some of the illegal 

gambling involves high rank police and generals in some cases. Hence gambling 

business is not an easy issue to go ahead with. It needs support form the Thai society. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 General Point of View 

In the reign of King Rama III of Thailand, the government at that time supported 

the opening of gambling houses by considering it a legal business in order to collect tax 

which is called "gambling tax" and "lottery tax". Both these taxes generated a large 

amount of revenue for the country. Afterwards, the government issued a decree to close 

the lottery business as it was unable to control the subsequent impact on society. As 

such, there was a closure of casino houses throughout the kingdom on 1 April 1917. 

Later on, under the administration of Mr. Kwong Apaiwong, there was an 

announcement with a royal decree to hold a casino house, where the Ministry of 

Finance authorized by the government to open casino houses which brought about a lot 

of impact on the government. An announcement was once again launched to close the 

casino houses which belonged to the government. After that, the government took legal 

measures to control gambling. 

More Recently, during the past few years, there are a lot of researches from 

academic institutes, on the opinion of the people throughout the country towards the 

legal opening of casino houses. There are both proponents and opponents. Those who 

support the legal opening of casino house provide reasons that it is one of the measures 

to prevent the outflow of money, where the amount is more than ten thousand million 

bath which strongly influences the economy and the society of Thailand. If there is 

good management to change the illegitimate money to be legitimate, the government 

can collect certain amount of tax as revenue returned to the country which will lead to 

the restoration and revival of the social and economic welfare of the country. Regarding 

the opponents, they view that it is against the widely-accepted morals as well as can 
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cause criminal and political corruption problems to soar up which are difficult to 

control. There is still the existence of different ideas among people concerning such 

issues which have not yet been settled. Thus the researcher has focused on the problems 

and the factual situation in Thai society which is hard to refuse, that, nowadays there is 

plenty of gambling taking place every day and this spreads out to cover almost every 

area of the country. The researcher, therefore make a study of the legal opening of 

casino house in Thailand based on the fact that the legal opening of casino in Thailand 

will prevent the outflow of a large amount of money or manage to convert illegitimate 

money to be legitimate. Besides, the government can gain more revenue in the form of 

tax to be further distributed for public benefits. It is also to promote tourism to bring in 

foreign currencies in the amount of hundred thousand millions baht per year to the 

country. This is likely to generate the income for the entrepreneurs and general public. 

1.2 State of the Problems 

Thailand is a conservative country and one of the several countries where there 

are no legal gambling houses at all. This is because Thai people have no sufficient 

knowledge about its standard administrative system. On the contrary, they view the 

"gambling house" as what they have already experienced. Although, the law mandates 

that gambling is illegal, most Thai people still gamble since they have had Jong 

relationship with it both in social and cultural dimensions. It appears that gambling 

games are widely committed in a secretive manner among many communities in 

Bangkok and upcountry. Mostly, the gamblers are general villagers. The amount of 

money at stake is not so much. On the other hand, they go to join a big gambling spots 

along the borderlines such as Thai-Cambodia, Thai-Malaysia, Thai-Myanmar and Thai-

Laos Boarders. The majority of gamblers are those who hold either a strong economic 

status or a social status. Gambling is considered illegal in Thailand. The government 
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does not support or encourage the legal opening of gambling as it is against the public 

morality of a majority of Thais who are Buddhists and believe that it may have an 

impact on the society, customs and culture. In fact, the behavior of Thai people has long 

been bound with gambling until it because a unique characteristic of Thai people 

irrespective of whatever class or location. The policy of the former governments also 

supported the legal opening of gambling places in order to gain revenue from such 

business, such as Government Lottery, Horse Racing and occasional Charity Lottery to 

develop the country and also 2 and 3 digit tickets recently. 

Under recent circumstances, there is a secrecy to play gambling games in every 

region of the country without exception of Bangkok which is the capital and center of 

economy and education. There are not only a small sized casino houses such as 

gambling cards, underground lottery and Jub-yee Kee which is estimated to consist of 

about 300 sites but also about 5 large size casino houses such as Bakara and Kam Tua. 

It looks like that Thailand lack state power to control the gambling. ( ll~iY11, 2543: 136) 

Whenever the government strictly suppresses the domestic gambling, the businessmen, 

politicians, general people and even civil officers go to play gambling games at the 

casino houses along the borderline between Thailand and neighboring countries since it 

takes only a few hours from Bangkok to reach such destinations. The gambling 

problems along the border between Thailand and neighboring countries is delicate and 

has strong impact on the economic and social stability as a whole. The expansion of 

such business is quite quick since Thai businessmen also get involved as a joint venture 

in many businesses in order to exclusively provide a welcome service to Thai 

customers. (The Bangkok Post, 3 August 1997; 15 January 1997) Even though the 

government has set up strict preventive and protective measures to stop the traveling of 

Thai people to neighboring countries which are gambling places, it remains unfruitful. 
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This is in fact due to several factors. For example, the entry and departure of people 

along the borderline rely on the gap of the concerned regulations. The failure of strict 

operation of the civil officers is due to mutual interest. Also, the policy of the 

government of the neighboring countries aims to support the foreign and Thai investors 

who seek to be shareholders in the investment to build up a source of revenue from 

gambling in order to take money back to develop their own countries since from their 

point of view, gambling is not regarded illegal. 

Recently, the world is inclined to becoming industrial in nature where the 

employment will be compensated in form of money. Whenever human beings are free 

from their work together with the changing attitudes towards recreation, people spend 

money to seek happiness by traveling to many places as well as casino houses which 

run the business providing fully cycled happiness to people of all ages genders and 

irrespective of their class. At the moment, there is permission to open casino sites in 

133 countries, not less than 3,894 gambling houses of which are operating as industrial 

business. (More details are according to Attachment APPENDIX A). 

1.3 Project Objectives 

(1) To measure the possibility to establish the legal casinos (gambling house) in 

Thailand 

(2) To survey of people's opinion toward opening legal casinos in Thailand 

1.4 Scope of Study 

The study of the attitude of the people by using survey research in the 6 provinces 

that have direct effect in terms of geographic location and interviewing. 

1.5 Deliverables 

Sample of questionnaire and Project report. 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Gambling Situation in Thailand 

Nowadays, to control domestic gambling depends upon the Gambling Act of 

1935 and ministerial regulation which states that there are two kinds of gambles 

according to accounting, A and B. (Attached in APPENDIX B) The difference between 

the accounting, A and B is that the gambling according to accounting A should be held 

at the state casino house with a royal decree's consent given to the gambling, alone. In 

recent years, there are no state casinos and the government has not yet announced a 

royal decree to allow gambling. Hence, if anyone gambles, he will be considered as a 

wrong doer and would be penalized. For those who get involved in gambling according 

to accounting B, they will not be penalized if they play in legitimate casino houses. It is 

not until the former government announced the cancellation of gambling that Thailand 

has no more legal gambling houses, hence the existing gambling spots are by no means 

legal. 

It is estimated that Bangkok and its boundaries have about 180 - 300 gambling 

houses. ( ir~fllll, 2543) 

The size of gambling houses in Bangkok and its boundaries can be classified as 

follows: 

( 1) 60 - 100 small sized gambling houses which have Jess than 1 million baht 

circulation of money per day. 

(2) 120 - 200 medium size gambling houses which have circulation of money 

between 1 - 10 millions baht per day. 
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(3) 5 large size gambling houses which have a more than 10 million baht 

circulation of money per day especially on holidays when the circulation is 

of about 400 - 500 million baht a day. 

Bangkok and its boundaries have about 136,429 - 673,900 million baht circulation of 

money per year in the casinos The number of casinos throughout the country (except 

Bangkok and its boundaries). 

(1) There are 13 provinces which have casinos and have circulation of money 

equal to or more than 5 millions baht per day. There are at least 3 casinos 

per provmce. 

(2) There are 25 provinces which have casinos and have circulation of money 

between 1 - 4 million baht per day. 

The circulation amount in the casino houses in rural areas throughout the country 

is about 142,200 million baht per year. There is an estimate of at least 400 casino 

houses both in Bangkok and upcountry. There is a minimum number of 20,000 - 30,000 

gamblers who daily get involved in casinos. (m-q'll, 2543) This business is considered 

illegal and concerns a lot of people, such as urban people, rural people, women, men, 

the poor, the rich, especially the underground lottery which concerns most parties such 

as the sellers, buyers, brokers and civil officers. There is an estimate of at least 21 

million persons who get involved in a gambling business so it becomes a routine and 

habitual way of life which Thai people have participated in gambling for not less than a 

century. 

Presently, the underground lottery has been evolved by communication tools such 

as telephone, fax and money transfer via banking system. The players can gamble 

without limitation especially in the era of globalization. Gambling is also done by 

telecommunication (satellite) for events such as football matches. As such, the owner of 
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the casinos gain income in form of "commission or fee" in a substantial amounts every 

year. At the same time, inside the casino, there are many kinds of business such as a 

pawning of property, exercising forceful power to follow up the return of debt so the 

circulation of money is so high. The gamblers who lose the games have to borrow or 

take a loan from the casino and are unable to pay back or delay payments, so the lender: 

has to hire someone to force the borrower to pay debts back which sometimes becomes 

severe and violent. 

There are two types of gambling service providers along the border between 

Thailand and neighboring countries. ( m!ltl'trn, 2543) 

(1) A large-scale industrial gambling house where there are many kinds of 

gambling games and is called "Casino". For example, Cesar International 

Casino at the border line between Thailand and Cambodia on Chantaburi 

Province, Royal Hill Hotel Casino (Resort) at the borderline between 

Thailand and Cambodia on Surin Province etc. 

(2) A small-scale gambling house with limited capital, some of which are 

illegal which are called "Gambling House". 

The primary cause to establish the gambling spots along the borderline between 

Thailand and neighboring countries are: 

( l) The domestic entrepreneurs who want to reduce the expenditure in form of 

charges levied by those who are in a high levels or operational levels from 

many functions as well as a group of the powerful and forceful persons. 

(2) To maintain the stability and safety for the gamblers to be free from the 

suppression of the civil officers since the gambling business in neighboring 

countries is legal while it is illegal in Thailand. 
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(3) To develop the gambling situation to be a full cycle service which has 

stability and can be developed to be industrial in the near future. The 

gambling business will provide high returns in a short period of time so the 

gambling houses along the borderline want stable governmental policy 

since it requires high capital for investment. 

( 4) To avoid the ruining of reputation of Thai investors which will effect other 

manufacturing businesses in Thailand since some investors are politicians 

at national, local and international levels. 

Due to the above-mentioned reasons, the co-investors between Thai people and 

politicians of other neighboring countries decided to open gambling houses along the 

Thai border. Apart from this, the neighboring countries have not yet developed other 

industries to generate revenues to develop the country, hence they need more capital to 

create revenues and employment for their own subjects. However, the government of 

these countries prohibits their people to gamble along these borderlines in order to avoid 

· morals problems. The policy is same as what Malaysia uses to administer and manage 

"Genting Highlands Casino" which entirely forbids Malaysian people who are Islamic 

from gambling in the casinos. 

Regarding the gambling situation along Thai border, Thai gamblers are can 

conveniently and freely enter and leave the country. In other words, it will be right to 

say that in fact, Thailand already has a legal large scale casino. 

Large-scale Casinos 

(1) Ban Laem Casino at the borderline between Thailand and Cambodia on 

Chantaburi Province, Pongnamron, Phoomrieng Village, Pratabong, 

Cambodia. 
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(2) Subtaee Casino at the borderline between Thailand and Cambodia on 

Chantaburi Province, Soydao, Panomprig, Pratabong, Cambodia. 

(3) Orange Orchard Casino at the borderline between Thailand and Cambodia 

on Chantaburi Province, Soydao, Prig District, Pratabong, Cambodia. 

Small-scale Casinos 

( 1) Cesar International Casino at the borderline between Thailand and 

Cambodia on Chantaburi Province, Pongnamron - Oldskrom Village 

(Pailin Province, Cambodia). 

(2) Ban Laem Casino at the borderline between Thailand and Cambodia on 

Chantaburi Province, Pongnamron - Phumrieng Village, Pratabong, 

Cambodia. 

Another place is a cruising ferry which floats in Thai Gulf and Andaman Sea. The 

money circulating in the casino on this cruising ferry can be calculated using the 

following formula. Supposing there are 1,300 gamblers who spend 500,000 baht in 

exchange for chips in one month. The cruising ferry will provide a 20-trip service. Upon 

calculation of the whole year, (ff'ty'liu, 2000) 

the revenue per year =gamblers x money spent x no. of trips x 12 months 

=l,300 x 500,000 x 20 x 12 = 156,000,000,000 baht. 

Despite the decrease in volume, it will be roughly 100,000 million baht which is 

spent on gambling. Most importantly, this amount is lost from Thailand and Thai 

people. The most concerning thing is that these small scale casinos along the borderline 

are liberalized, regardless of the money in hand since you can spend only 20 baht on a 

slot machine which attracts the merchants at that area. Consequently, those who gain 

lower income run into debt. ( !flU'n.l, 2000) 
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According to the estimate data, by calculating money which goes through 

gambling along the borderline between Thailand and Cambodia reaches total of 111,220 

million baht. (International Affair 2544) 

Poipet is about 10,000 million baht 

100,000 million baht on Star Cruise Ferry's Casino 

200 million baht on Trad Province 

480 million baht on Chantaburi 

540 million baht on Surin 

2.2 The Impact of Gambling in Thailand 

2.2.1 On the Economic System 

(1) Loss of a large amount of currency each year. The gamblers think that this 

is their personal money which can be spent at their own will. As a whole 

picture, this is regarded as a loss for the nation since this amount of money 

would have been returned to develop the country for its well-being. If it is 

an internal casino, it is still useful to create jobs and employment which 

reduces the unemployment rate. However, it is an external casino which 

only takes money from Thai people. Although the shareholders in many 

casinos are Thai businessmen, the money has never been returned back or 

returned in small amounts, since 50% of the revenue should be distributed 

to the leaders of Cambodia as license issuers. (Daily Manager on 6 

February 2001: 19) 

(2) There is a tax exemption for gamblers who gain profit from gambling or 

the owners of casinos who gain revenues from the gambling business. On 

the contrary, full tax is collected from the legal activities, thus the 

government loses certain substantial amount of tax. 
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(3) It makes the operational policy to sustain economic stability more difficult. 

(4) As the gamblers can easily gain money, they will spend it in an extravagant 

manner, which influences the controlling policy on entry and departure of 

people. While some people gradually save their money to stabilize their 

status, others can quickly change their status and have luxurious life styles 

by using all imported products with brand names misleading to hold a 

wrong value on materialism. 

(5) Money from gambling causes unfair competition since those who have 

money can grasp more resources than others. Both internal and external 

general businessmen lack confidence in Thai economy which has impact on 

the investment of foreign businessman. 

(6) The gambling house on the borderline between Thailand and the Kingdom 

of Cambodia is used for money laundering and illegal deals such as non

systematic trading, drugs, prostitute trading and smuggling of goods etc. 

Such deals are to transfer money which will affect the economic state of the 

whole country which may lead to both inflation or tight money which will 

destroy the currency exchange system of the country. 

2.2.2. On the Social System 

( 1) Impact on family. The gamblers bring their incomes to try their luck in 

gambling houses. Most of them always loose as they cannot catch up with 

various forms of gambling tricks which brings about debt and leads to 

other problems such as poverty. The government has to bear the burden of 

capital loans for education or try several ways to release the debts. It finally 

becomes the capital which Thai society has to bear for those gamblers. 
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Gambling is a causal factor leading to destruction of family life and 

deteriorated society, since, if they loose, the quarrel among members in the 

household is unavoidable. The family members who get involved will be 

unhappy and will lead to lack of attention to work. Besides, they have to 

leave their work which is not suitable and may become robbers who stealss 

money for gambling which finally becomes a social problem and makes the 

society degenerated. (q1~nlf, 2543) 

(2) Gambling is against the morals code. The doctrine of the Buddha is that 

Buddhists should refrain from the 6 temptations which are drinking 

alcohol, having night life, showing off, laziness, faith on evil, and 

gambling. Those who gamble become lazy since they view that no 

occupation will provide income and seek comfort in gambling, if they are 

winners. On the contrary, if they loose, they make excuses such as, 

recovering the lost money. Thus finally people tum to be robbers if they are 

in huge debt and are unable to hold other careers. 

(3) It will bring about a conflict between the opinions of those who gamble and 

those who do not. Those who are proponents believe that it is a personal 

affair where they can exercise their right to look for happiness in whatever 

they prefer. Those who are opponents believe that it is a factor that 

destroys the society. 

(4) The gambling houses along the borderline between Thailand and Cambodia 

do not specify the range of age who are allowed to enter the casino, thus 

there are a lot of children who come to play on slot machines and is likely 

to pave the creation of future gamblers. In some countries which have legal 

casinos, the age which is required to enter casinos is specified. The officers 
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will strictly follow the rules and regulations. In case of casinos on the Thai 

border, children think that it is normal and are finally misled to be 

gamblers. 

(5) The casino is a source to cultivate wrong values. Those who are lucky in 

the game have a lot of money to spend on extravagant things such as bars, 

night clubs, karaokes, massages, cafes and entertainment or even luxurious 

imported cars, high-priced jewelry, land and houses as well as seeking 

several wives. Eventually, those who are diligent and perform legal careers 

will be disappointed and prefer to enter the gambling process as they want 

to become wealthy through a simple way. 

(6) The gambling house along the borderline between Thailand and Cambodia 

is a source of victimless crime. In other words, the wrong does become 

willing to commit crime such as excessive drinking, vagrancies, 

prostitution, gambling, begging and drugs etc. 

(7) The gambling house along the borderline of Thailand and Cambodia is the 

shelter of criminals who escape the police since it is impossible to exercise 

Thai law outside the country. 

2.2.3 On the Structure and Arrangement of Civil Service System 

According to the policy of the government of Pol. Lieutenant Colonel Dr. 

Taksin Shinnawatra, there is a clear announcement of the policy to revive the 

relationship with the neighboring countries and promote trade along the border for the 

benefit of the country. Thailand gains trading profits from commerce along its borders. 

Under such circumstances, the country is encountering an economic crisis, to liberalize 

business deals with neighboring countries should be carefully done, so that it will not 

have impact on the mutual relationships. 
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( 1) The former government had a policy of not supporting the legal opening of 

casinos since there was a conflict in opinions, so there were many casinos 

along the border between Thailand and neighboring countries in order to 

respond to the requirement of Thai gamblers who are the main clients of 

such casinos. 

(2) The government is by no means able to launch a rule or regulation to 

prohibit Thai people to enter the neighboring countries since by nature, 

gambling is a favorite of Thai people. In the past, the gamblers would be 

those who were wealthy and played games for entertainment but more 

recently, there is an obvious tendency that it also expands to cover those 

who have low income which has effects on society and the economy. 

However, the enforcement of Thai law is ineffective in these casinos. (ff'.:iiY11, 

2543) 

(3) At the releasing point or border crossmg point, Thai people and 

neighboring people usually make transactions which have considerable 

value so a lot of people will cross the borderline. The civil officers are 

unable to separate gamblers from general people who cross the border to 

make transactions, to travel or for whatever positive purposes. Besides, 

some people make a trial due to curiosity, relaxation which is difficult to 

control. 

( 4) The Ministry of the Interior affairs has set a measure to prevent Thai people 

who to gamble along the borderline by mainly controlling the crossing of 

borders which cause least impact on commerce, tourism and relationship 

with neighboring countries. Additionally, the governors of every province 

set the measures to match with the surrounding environment and its 
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particular problems. However, some of major measures are as follow 

(interviewing) 

(a) The province will be asked to issue a border pass for each individual 

who has permanent domicile in the district which has a border 

crossing point and his/her name should be contained in the list of a 

house registration for not less than 6 months. 

(b) The holder of normal passports will be prohibited to enter and depart 

the trade releasing point. 

(c) The soldiers in the area will be asked to inhibit people to enter and 

depart the border crossing point beyond the office hours. 

(5) The governmental policy and measures have not yet covered on the whole 

system. It is under the responsibility of minor functions. The measure is 

issued without close cooperation despite the fact that this is a national or 

global problem. 

The current preventive measures are unable to resolve the problem due to: 

(a) The concerned officers still lacking severity and effectiveness in their 

performance. 

(b) The concerned officers sharing interests. 

(c) There is an interference from powerful influencers towards the 

performance of the officers. 

( d) If the measures are seriously followed up, it has a potential to impact 

the high value of border trading since Thailand always gains trading 

profits so strict measures are alleviated. 

(6) The success of a gambling houses depend on the service provided to their 

clients such as limousines, transfer of money. Every gambling house is a 
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part of the tourism, so those who come to gamble can retrieve money from 

ATM: which are supplied by Thai banks. Also, there is a pawn where the 

customers can exchange their valuable belongings with cash. Besides, there 

is a VIP room for gamblers who are important people. 

(7) Most of the casinos are joint ventures between Thai and foreign 

businessmen who have power over politics and arm force. (Pasuk 

Phongvijit, 2543) The owners of the casinos are powerful from the local to 

the national level that the lower ranked officers who keep the law and 

measures to investigate the immigrants have to pay respect. 

(8) The officers of the neighboring countries ignore to investigate those who 

intend a gamble so the students who are the young can easily enter into 

casmos. 

(9) According to the bilateral agreements to open the border crossing point as 

"releasing", the objective is to make a transaction which sustains the 

normal life of people of both countries. When there is an opening of casino, 

it is obvious that those who cross the border at the releasing point to 

gamble, violate the agreement which includes the owner of the business 

and neighboring country who gives allowance to establish the casino. 

Regarding this point, Thai government can exercise an absolute measure to 

cancel the releasing point such as releasing point at Kao Din Village, Klong 

Had District, Sakaew Province etc. 

2.3 The Statistical Record of a Gambling Arrest in Thailand 

The statistics show the number of gambling arrests for the whole country from the 

Department of Royal Police: 

In 1996, 108,982 cases, 256,079 persons were accused. 
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In 1997, 107 ,844 cases, 307 ,849 persons were accused. 

In 1998, 107,052 cases, 323,768 persons were accused. 

The average of 107,959 cases. There are 295,898 gamblers per year. 

The statistics show the number of gambling arrests of the Royal Thai Police: 

In 2000, 74,764 cases, 227,619 persons were accused. 

In 2001, 75,789 cases, 223,344 persons were accused. 

In 2002 (January- May 2002), 35,014 cases, 105, 128 persons were accused. 

2.4 The Standard System to Handle and Manage a Casino House 

The gambling industry or the establishment of a casino is similar to other general 

industries which either greatly succeed or fail. The administration of gambling industry 

then has to depend on a complex techniques of business administration which is under 

close control of the governmental auditing function. 

The gambling administration and management has to set a goal, vision, planning 

and system so that it can reach the success and be benefit the society and the nation. The 

components which the academics and casino administrators consider as major points 

are: 

( 1) Set up the goal and vision 

(2) Make business planning 

(3) Set up the internal auditing systems 
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Table 2.1. Summary of the Group of Countries Which Have a Casino House at Present. 

Number of Casino Houses Number of Countries 

More than 100 -

50-99 4 

2-49 92 

1 32 

Total 133 

In the past, the growth rate of the gambling industry was a two digit number but 

during the period of 2000 - 2001 with the economic crisis around the world, other 

industries are inclined excepting the gambling industry which is continually growing at 

an average of 8%. However, its growth rate does not possess the similar pattern since 

each country has its own characteristic and limitation on it's economy, politics, 

government, culture, population and rules and customs which are completely different. 

It is evident the gambling is available everywhere, every type of society, for example, in 

the society which sticks to religion as Palestine State or in the society which has a strict 

social rule and regulation such as in North Korea. 

The gambling activities have been increasing considerably upon combining the 

growth of computer technology, information, internet as well as the financial and trade 

liberalization in the universal system. Consequently, the gambling activities spread 

around. Any country which has a policy to limit the gambling activities will be unable 

to resist the current of various forms of gambling in this era. Finally, the countries that 

aim to control the gambling activities are to be standardized and return maximum 

profits to the society. However, the consideration to have a legal gambling house which 
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1s a part of ente1tainment business 1s generally proceeded by 1mposmg a strict 

monitoring and auditing process. 

2.5 The consideration to establish a legal casino house 

should be based on 5 important components of good governance which are as below: 

(1) Rule of law. Casino business has some extent of complication, so it is 

necessary to have strict rules and regulations as shown in high standard 

casinos such as rules in the gambling of Nevada State, New Jersey State, 

United States of America etc. These rules and regulations should be clear 

and disclosed to everyone as well as always reviewed and updated. The 

rules and regulations should be so strict that it will bring more advantages 

than disadvantages to society which should be gained from the illegal 

gambling. 

(2) Ethics. Gambling is an activity which is considered as evil. In other words, 

it causes severe damage to the members of the society. Due to the fact that 

it is very difficult to avoid it, to run the gambling business should be 

considered "Disposed Off'. Hence, it should have a morals code to control 

it. As far as you know, the doctrine of every religion will always composes 

an objection on gambling in order to keep the society well organized and 

bring the least disadvantages to the society. Hence, prior to reaching the 

decision to run gambling activities, it should certainly take the virtue of the 

moral code of the society into consideration especially the cultural and 

religious principles. 

(3) Transparency. To manage the gambling activities, it needs transparency at 

every stage of the activities. In every country, there are strict and clear rules 

and regulations to control the gamble both internal and external society by 
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applying the transparency on policy, structure, procedure and auditing 

process of which people should be aware. 

( 4) Participation. It should have a clear evidence to support the policy, 

structure, procedure and auditing process and they should always be well 

prepared to be audited or inquired by the public. 

(5) Worth for money. To handle the gambling business, it should bring the 

worth for money in every aspect up to consideration by processing the fact 

of the manufacturing and evaluating the advantages and disadvantages 

towards the whole society. 

2.6 The Benefit to Support the Government 

The federal government of America gained revenue from tax and gambling fee to 

the amount of 26.8 billion US dollars in 2000 which is about 45% higher than in 1997. 

This figure also includes the franchise fee. In comparison with the revenue of 14.9 

billion US dollar from tobacco tax which the central government of each state and 

region gained in 2000. It has a double difference. In case of Canada, in 2000, the 

Canadian government had revenue from governmental lottery and casino at the value of 

5. 7 billion US dollars even in 1992, the revenue was only 1.8 billion US dollars. The 

British government could launch a lottery for the first time in 1994. The British 

government could collect gambling tax in the amount of 1.3 billion US dollars every 

year. It is evident that the government of every country will gain increasing revenues 

from tax on gambling fee collections. 

2.7 Various Attitudes toward the Legal Opening of Casino in Thailand 

(1) Police Major General Nipon Phoomarin, deputy of the metropolitan 

superintendent of a police precinct said that "it is reasonable to open a 

casino in Thailand but it should be legal which will bring everything under 
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good control since the government will gain revenues from gambling taxes 

and can control it in a tangible way. 

(2) Mr. Anan Laothammatad, President of the Chamber of Commerce in 

Chiang Rai suggested that "we worry that casinos will cause outflows of 

money. Despite we trouble, we agree to control a number of casinos in 

Thailand and should have an independent organization to monitor and 

organize and the license to open a casinos should also be issued." 

(3) Mr. Surachak Srisajjung, President of the Chamber of Commerce in Trad 

supported the legal opening of casinos by suggesting "Although we are 

unable to prevent people from gambling, we are able to control them. Thus, 

money will not vanish from Thailand." 

(4) Mr. Wallop Tangkananurak, Member of the Senate. "Legal casino is a large 

source of money laundering for the politicians who support and push its 

establishment. 

(5) Mr.Burin Hirunburana, Chief of the Financial Commission, the House of 

Representatives. "Upon consideration in terms of economy, it is deserved 

to establish casinos in Thailand to prevent the outflows and impose 

measures to rightly collect tax for the government. 

(6) Professor Sangsit Piriyarangsan "The continual cycle of business will be a 

new source of revenue where there is a high circulation of currency to 

stimulate the economy. 

(7) Mr. Jurin Lucksanawisit, Member of the House of Representatives. "The 

government should pay more attention and carefully think whether the 

country will gain profits or deficits in the long term." 
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(8) Mr.Suradej Yasawadi, Chief of the Tourism Commission, the Senate. "The 

country which has a famous attraction also has a legal casino. It is therefore 

not strange if Thailand will follow them but the gamblers should be strictly 

controlled. 

The Pool to Survey the Opinion of People towards the Legal Opening of Casinos in 

Thailand 

People showed their own opinion m the television programs "Viewed the 

Parliament" on channel 11, Department of Public Relations Television Station on 13 

November 2002. There were 27 persons who made recommendations 18 persons of 

which agreed (66.67%) and 9 persons of which disagreed (33.33%). 

The research to study " the gambling houses along Thai border, its impact and 

how to solve the problem" of Prof. Dr. Pomsak Pongpaew and his team has a sample 

group of 16,092 persons. The status and the opinion of the respondents towards legal 

casinos which can be strictly controlled by the civil officers are analyzed. 

Upon consideration of the income per month, it is found that 46.4% of the 

sampling group have lower than 10,000 baht as income, followed by 10,000 - 50,000 

baht, 15,001 - 20,000 baht, more than 30,000 baht and 20,001 - 25,000 baht 

respectively (23.7, 10.4, 8.0 and 6.6 respectively). At least the sample group has an 

average income per month between 25,001 - 30,000 baht or calculated as 4.6%). 

Upon consideration of the educational level of the respondents, it reveals that 

most of the sampling groups have an education background of undergraduate level, i.e., 

about 47.8%. 42.l % are lower than undergraduate level. 9.3% are graduates. There is 

the least number of those who hold doctorate degrees i.e. 0.3%. Regarding the 

occupation, most of them or 26.8% are civil servants, followed by 18.6% employees, 

14.1 % of provincial administrative officers and sub-district and municipal 
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administrative officers. The remammg is distributed according to each field of 

occupation as shown in below table. 

Table 2.2. Number and Percentage of People Regarding the General Opinion towards 
Legal Gambling House Which Will Be Strictly Controlled by the Civil 
Authority. 

Total 
Subject Disagree Agree 

(person) 

1. The legal gambling house should not be established 
16,092 55.2% 44.8% 

at all. 

2. One legal gambling house should be opened. 15,948 28.5% 71.5% 

3. 3-4 legal gambling houses should be opened. (Not 
16,024 49.6% 50.4% 

more than one site per region) 

4. The legal gambling house should be opened in any 
16,026 49.2% 50.8% 

suitable island. 

5. The legal casino should be opened at the 
16,001 25.5% 74.5% 

International Airport. 

6. The legal gambling house should be opened nearby 
15,971 28.5% 71.5% 

Bangkok. 

7. Others. 31 22.6% 77.4% 

Source: The finding of the research under the topic of "The gambling houses along Thai 
border, its impact and how to solve the problems," 2002, Prof.Dr. Pomsak Pongpaew 
and his team. 
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III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This part includes the research methodology, sample size, data collection, data 

analysis, and procedure used in the study. In this study, both qualitative and 

quantitative models are used. Qualitative model studies from literatures, research, 

thesis and internet. In the part of quantitative model, questionnaire surveys and statical 

process are used in analysis and evaluation. Also, information of this study will be 

collected from both primary and secondary data. 

Primary data will provide information about the attitude of people towards 

opening legal casinos in Thailand, which is the major purpose. Primary data will be 

collected by survey method with self-administrated questionnaires. 

Secondary data will provide all necessary information concerned with this study. 

Secondary data will be mainly collected from past researches. Past researches will be 

gathered from articles, thesis's, and the other documents from university's library and 

internet. 

3.1 Purpose of Survey 

The purpose of survey is to collect primary data from the target group - people 

who like to gamble in order to understand their attitude and preference. It will be used 

to gather data, including answer to people's attitude towards opening of legal casinos in 

Thailand and personal preference from target population. 

The survey method is used in the study as information on opinions and attitudes 

can be colleted, which are essential for the study. Moreover, it can tum around rapidly 

and it is an economical method. 
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3.2 Research Instrument 

This research has been conducted by the self-administrated questionnaires. The 

questionnaire is more appropriate and can be collected in a complete form within a short 

period of time, can be obtained from target respondents after immediate completion and 

level of error can be optimized. Moreover, the researcher has the opportunity to 

provide explanations about the questions used in the questionnaire to the respondents 

that benefit to avoid the misunderstanding and confusion about the questions, in order to 

get the accurate result. The wordings of the questionnaires has been used in and 

understandable from for the respondents. Since, this method helps the researcher to 

wait for the respondents to complete the questionnaire, and can collect it in a short 

period of time. 

3.3 Data Collection 

Data will be collected by self-administrated questionnaires. Due to the time 

limitation, the survey will be conducted at once and represent a snap of one point in 

time. 

3.4 Questionnaire 

The questionnaire consists of 2 main parts: relevant information and personal 

data. Relevant information will ask about the respondent's suggestions, 

recommendations and their own ideas about the study. 

3,5 Sample Size 

Sample size in this project is classified into 6 groups. They are Bangkok, Chiang 

Mai, Songkhla, Chonburi, Kanchanaburi and Nakhonrat Chasima. All these are in 6 

regions which are in the Central part, Northern part, Southern part, Eastern part, 

Western part and North Eastern part respectively. 
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Population is defined as any complete group of entities that share some common 

set of characteristics (Zikmund 1997). The target population that relates to this research 

will be people in 6 provinces of Thailand as mention above, As the study is applied to 

non-probability sampling, there is no specific method in determining sampling size. 

Moreover, the researcher cannot use all target population to be the sample size as it is 

very large. According to the large size of target population, the technique for 

determining non-pop ability sample size is made by using theoretical sample size for 

different size of a 95% level of certainty. Hence, the size of the sample respondents are 

aimed at the samples. The group of people will use as a representative sample of the 

target population. The statistical formula in estimating the required sample size is 

n=~ 
E 

Where n = sample size 

p proportion with attribute 

q = 1.00-p 

z number of standard deviation above and below selected p 

containing the required proportion of cases 

E = allowable error, precision 

Further to this study, the sample size is calculated by 

p = 85% or 0.85 

q = 1.00-p 

0.15 

z 95% level of confidence 

1.96 

E ±5% or ±0.05 
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n (0.85)(0.15)(1.96)2 

(0.05)2 

195.896 

Therefore, the sample size of this study should be 196 samples for the minimum 

random sampling at 95% confidence level. In the reality, the researcher had distributed 

2, 709 set of questionnaires to the target group in order to gain more accuracy than the 

minimum requirement of the formula that shown above. 
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IV. DATA ANALYSIS 

Survey Research Project to review the opinion of people towards the legal opening of a 

casino houses in Thailand to collect the data concerning the opinion of people on April 

2003 by using a questionnaire together with interview with 2,709 people who are the 

sampling groups from every region of the country which can be classified as below 

(More details are according to the Appendix C): 

Gender of the sampling group 

Male: 1,265 persons or about 

Female: 1,444 persons or about 

46.70% 

53.30% 

Sampling group 

Figure 4.1 . The Percentage of Sampling Group. 
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Sampling Groups of People from 6 Regions 

(1) Central part, Bangkok 647 persons or about 23.88% 

(2) Northern part, Chiang Mai 393 persons or about 14.51 % 

(3) Southern part, Songkhla 399 persons or about 14. 73% 

(4) Eastern Part, Chonburi 419 persons or about 15 .4 7% 

(5) Western Part, Kanchanaburi 397 persons or about 14.65% 

(6) North Eastern Part, Nakhonratchasima: 454 persons or about 17.76% 

600 

500 

= 400 = c 

Sampling groups of people fr om 6 regions 

~ 300 --t--U:>;c A·1it----:------t o•, 

200 

100 

Place 

j 111 People I 

Figure 4.2. The Number of Sampling Regions and Provinces in Thailand. 
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Age of the Sampling Group 

Average age of the sampling group is as the following: 

18 - 20 years is calculated as 13 .73% 

21 - 30 years is calculated as 46.11 % 

31 - 40 years is calculated as 25.32% 

More than 40 years is calculated as 13 .51% 

Average age 

50 .00% 

40 .00% 

30.00% 

jl!I Series l I 
20.00% 

10.00% 

0.00% 
0 0 0 <= 
N ~ M ~ '<t" ~ "' ~ 

"' "' "' .s "' 00 ~ - "' - "' "' "' >. >. >. 
N M ... oo 

~ '<t" 

Age 

Figure 4.3. The Percentage of an Average Age of Sampling Group. 
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Educational Level 

The educational level of the sampling group is as following: 

Secondary or lower than level 

Vocational or High Vocational or Diploma 

Undergraduate 

Higher than undergraduate 

10.00% 

OJ 

~ 
.g 

Cl! 

Si 
~ 
i:: 

::J 

Educational 

15.54%. 

23.66%. 

49.17%. 

13.51%. 

Series I ·I 

Figure 4.4. The Percentage of an Education Level of Sampling Group. 
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Occupation 

The occupation of the sampling group has detail as the following: 

Civil officer 13.07% 

state enterprise employee 8.42% 

soldier and police 5.87% 

employee of private company/bank 23.11 % 

owner of the shop 14.14% 

student 24.25% 

employee 6.42% 

unemployment 0.37% 

other (specified) such as housewife 0.59% 

other (unspecified) 2.69% 

30.00% -,-------------------------~ 

25.00% -r------ ---- -----==-----------i 
20.00% +------- - --! 

15.00% +-------- - --! 

10.00% +--ll«"f,111---------1 

5.00% 

0.00% -l--.L.....::!L...,.__J_....JL~.L.....::L...,.---L..-ll.-.~L-'!L...,.__J_....JL~.L.....::!L...,.-----=----1 

Occupation 

Figure 4.5 . The Percentage of an Occupation of Sampling Group. 
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According to the findings of the survey on the opinion of people towards the legal 

opening of a casino houses in the country, we find that more than half of people agree 

with the legal opening of a casino houses in Thailand or about 51.92%, (34.06% 

disagree), indecisive (no opinion) ( 13. 75%). Following are the tables which explains 

other points in details. 

Table 4. l. The Opinion of People towards the Legal Opening of a Casino House in 

Thailand. 

Subject 

1. To legally open a casino house in Thai land. 

2. To set a strict limitation or regulation for those 

who come to play a gamble in a casino house. 

3. It should be arranged as a piloting project for 

trial. 

4. To have a central committee to manage and 

review a casino house . 

B0.00% -1---·------ - ···--
70.00% 

60.00% 

Percentage 

Agree Disagree 

51.92% 34.06% 

73.20% 7.22% 

49.84% 17.94% 

62.71 % 7.25% 

m I . To legally open o casino house in 
lltai land 

5000% 1-----------< • 2 To set n strict limitation or 

30.00% 

20 ()()"lo 

10.00% 

0.00% 

Agree Disagree Indecisive 

regulation for those who come lo play 
a gamble in a casino house. 

D 3. It should be aiTanged as a pilo1ing 
project for uial. 

0 4. To have a central committee to 
manage and review a cas ino house. 

Indecisive 

13.75% 

17.35% 

28.32% 

24.84% 

Figure 4.6. The Percentage of the Opinion of the Legally Opening Casino. 
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Table 4.2. The Appropriateness of People Who Are Going to Play a Gamble in a 

Casino House (Thais/Foreigners). 

Sequence/Issue Percentage 

1. Both Thais and foreigners 67.37% 

2. Only foreigners 26.28% 

3. Only Thai people 2.40% 

80.00% -,-----------------------, 

70.00% -!-----------------------; 

60.00% 

50.00% 

40.00% 

30.00% 

20.00% 

10.00% 

0.00% 

I . Both Tha is and foreigners 2. Only foreigners 3. Only Thai people 

Figure 4.7. The Percentage of the Opinion to Allow Thais or Foreigners to Gamble in 

Casino Houses in Thailand 

From the survey result, we found that most of the sampling groups are welcomed 

both Thais and Foreigners (67.37%) to play a gambling in casino house of Thailand if 

there are. 
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Table 4. 3. The Proper Place to Open a Casino House (Region/Province). 

Sequence Region (Percentage) Province (Percentage) 

1. Southern part 21.00% Phuket 8.19% 

2. Northern part 19.36% Chiang Mai 11.36% 

3. Central part 15.81 % Bangkok 12.30% 

4. North Eastern part 9.66% N akhonratchasima 2.46% 

5. Eastern part 8.95% Chonburi 7.00% 

6. Western part 3.01% Kanchanaburi 1.40% 

From the survey research results, we find that most of the sample group would like to 

locate the casino houses in the Southern part of Thailand (21.00%) and some in the 

Northern part (19.36%) and Central part (15.81 %). And the most appropriate province 

Bangkok (12.30%) and Chiang Mai (11.36%) also Phuket (8.19%) 
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Table 4. 4 The Expectation Towards the Government If a Casino House Can Be Legally 

Opened in The Country. 

[ssue Percentage 

1. To control the gamble with a strict and severe law 39.64% 

2. To bring some part of a revenue to generate benefit for the public 33.61% 

3. To set a central committee to manage and review the operation of a 
18.41 % 

casino house 

4. Others such as to prevent non-system money or cluster of money in a 
1.13% 

hand of the minority 

45.00% 
I!!! I . To control the gamble 

40 .00% with a strict and severe 
law 

35.00% 

30.00% 
• 2. To bring some part of a 

revenue to generate 

25.00% 
benefit for the public 

20.00% 0 3. To set a centra l 
committee to manage and 

15 .00% review the operation of a 
casino house 

10 .00% 
D 4. Others such as to 

5.00% prevent non-system rnone 
or cluster of money in a 

0.00% 
hand of the minority 

Figure 4.8. An Opinion of The Sampling Group about the Regulation of 

Legally Casino. 

lf there are allowed to open legally casino in Thai land, most of population want 

the government to control the gable with a strict and serve law (39.64%) and want the 

government to bring some part of a revenue to generate benefit for the public (33.61 %) 

as well. 
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Table 4.5 The advantages on Thai society from the legal opening of casino house 

Issue 

I. To prevent the outflows of money to foreign countries 

2. To stimulate and develop the economy of the country 

3. To support the tourism business 

4. To expand the investment to regional parts 

5. To create the employment and increase more income 

6. Others such as to reduce the problem of an illegal casino 

house so that the government can collect more revenue 

6.00% 

4.00% 

3.00% 

2. 00% 

Average (5.00) 

4.98% 

4.51% 

4.06% 

3.76% 

3.36% 

2.57% 

Series I 

Figure 4.9 the Advantage of Legally Opening Casino in Thailand 

Most of the population think that if Thailand has a legal gambling house it will prevent 

the outflows of money to foreign countries (4.98%) and will stimulate and develop the 

economic of the country (4.51 %) also to support the tourism business (4.06%) also. 
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Table 4.6 The Disadvantages on Thai Society From the Legal Opening of Casino 

House. 

Issue Average (5.00) 

1. To induce more crime 4.61% 

2. To have impact on morals 4.49% 

3. Disruption of families (ln case that the members of the 
4.20% 

household are addicted to gambling) 

4. The youth will wrongly think that casino should be 
4.30% 

encouraged and supported 

5. It may be followed by economic problem 3.14% 

6. Others such as people have increasing debt, corruption and 
2.94% 

misled by temptation 

5.00% -,--------------. 
4 .50% +-r::'4!---..,..,,----==------I 
4.00% - ~ 
3.50% -H~wtl--1• - ~ 
3.00% -1-f['·'~l---IS":·., Jl--l:.' .. ill---ll'11it----......rl .---..... 
2.50% -H!if:U---l6i1·lt---li1~,; ..__ .. ,:•lll--l~lll--1<,·,jH l 1!!1 Seriesl I 
2 .00% -Hf~'1!1--1~11--wq1--1~rn--1~:v1--1r; ... tH 
1.50% -l-f l'i'-'11----1•·

1.·u---w,'° ·il---f~"'.1J!-::_j~~~1t=~;~~j 
1.00% I - ,..._ ,.' 

0.50% >- ;_ >- Jt-- P -c<a---1 , Jl---li>,.~1---f<:~lH 
0. 00% +--'-__ .,......_....._.,......_-"-,-.1'-..._,-.l'-......_,,--1-""'-4 

Figure 4. 10 An opinion of people about opening legally casino in Thailand 

People think that if the government allows to staii gambling houses in Thailand it 

will lead to the crime (4.61%) and it will have an impact on morals (4.49%) also break 

families apart (4.20%). 
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Table 4.7. The Expectation Towards The Measure of The Government to Solve the 

Problems of The Gambler That Affect Family and Society. 

Seq uence/lssue Percentage 

1. To issue a legislation to control the qualification of those who are 

going to play a gamble as well as verify the status such as financial 24.30% 

state, age, income, license and membership 

2. To set the measure or degree of penalty such as imprisonment, both 
19.02% 

fine and imprisonment, execution 

3. To establish a strict and severe regulation or rule 10.87% 

4. To provide more knowledge about gamble as well as ethic and 

morals training and to point out the advantage and disadvantage of a 8.91% 

gamble 

5. To promote the vocation or generate more job to enhance the 
4.98% 

income for family by other ways 

:10.00% 

l l!!l scricsl I 

Figure 4.11. The Measurement of The Government to Solve the Problems 

of Gamblers Who Affect Family and Society. 
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Table 4.8. Style of Legal Opening of Casino House Should Be. 

Sequence 

1. Entertainment and full cycle recreation such as department store, 

entertaining sources such as cinema, hotel etc. 

2. Place for only gambling purpose 

3. Others (available or unavailable) 

60 .0 0 % 

50 . 00 % 

4 0 . 00 % 

30 00 % 

20 . 00 % 

I 0 . 00 % 

0 . 00 % 

;:c-

11. 
lb'· 

•' 

. 
.. , , .. , ., 

I Se rie s 1 
I 

Figure 4.12. Style of Legal Opening of Casino House in Thailand 

Percentage 

54.29% 

30.96% 

5.01% 

From the result, we find that if the government allows to open legally casino 

houses in Thailand, the gamblers would like to have an entertainment complex 

(54.29%) much more than just a gambling house (30.96%), which has hotels, 

department stores, movie theaters, restaurants, game rooms for children or shopping 

center as well. 
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Table 4.9 Additional Recommendations 

Sequence/Issue Percentage 

1. To set the rule and regulation to control a casino house to strictly 
14.65% 

and seriously adheres to 

2. The advantages/disadvantages or the public opinion survey 
11.97% 

should be accomplished prior to its operation 

3. It should be urgent to open a casino house in order to distribute 

the income, bring about employment and solve the problem about 8.87% 

outflows (non-system money) 

16.00% -.---------------------. 
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Figure 4.13 An Additional Opinion of Opening Legally Casino in Thailand 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This chapter is divided into 3 sessions, i.e., first section is the conclusion of 

research results, second section is adventages and disadventages of the legal opening 

casinos in Thailand, third section is recommendations. 

5.1 Conclusions 

From the objective to measure the possibility of establish the legally casino in 

Thailand, the researcher found out that some of the target group agreed (51.92%) upon 

the concept of setting up the legally casino in Thailand. They agree that it will enhance 

their living by more money circulation in the Thai's economy system as well as in the 

individual level and also decrease the corruption system as well. Some of the target 

group also disagreed (34.06%) upon this concept because they think that it will ruin the 

life style of Thai people as well. Also they don't think it will oppose to ethics and 

morals of Thai society as Buddhist countries as Thailand. 

The researcher has already considered and agrees that although Thailand is one of 

the several conservative countries and one of the countries in the South East Asian 

Region which has not yet opened its own legal casino houses. On the contrary, the 

neighboring countries which have their border adjacent to Thailand such as the 

Kingdom of Cambodia, the Republic Union of Myanmar, Lao People's Democratic 

Republic even Malaysia where people strictly cling to religion also have legal casino 

houses which is considered the largest site in Asian Region. The casino houses in 

neighboring countries except Malaysia have Thai people as major shareholders and 

administrators to deal with the business. Almost 90% of the owner of the casino and 

gamblers are Thai. The casino house especially in the Kingdom of Cambodia, the 

Republic Union of Myanmar and Lao People's Democratic Republic is a source to draw 

a huge amount of Thai currency out of Thailand. Money which is circulated in the 
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casmo house belong to Thai people but in reality is the revenue of neighboring 

countries, used for their country's development. 

As such, the problem knot of casinos along· the border of Thailand is very 

challenging for Thai society to find a possible answer since all concerned people are in 

depth driven to find solution by setting up a policy to support the legal opening of a 

casino house. This is an exact answer which is tried to discover in order to bring about a 

proper measure for Thai people. The real problem of gambling spots along the frontier 

is in some certain extent that it has impact on the economic and social system of 

Thailand. Is it really that the legal establishment of a casino spot can solve such 

problem? 

However, when the researcher analyzes its impact on the gambling houses along 

Thai border, the researcher obtains two ways of answers if the casino house is legally 

established in the country. 

(1) If Thailand legally opens the casinos which comply with the acceptable 

standard and has potential both in locations and full cycled industrial 

administration, it can be predicted that the existing casinos along Thai 

border will certainly be closed down, especially the casinos in Poipet area 

despite its high investment and abundance since the administration style is 

by now careless which intends to only take a lot of temporary benefit. The 

causal factor of its closure is that the number of Thai people who go to 

gamble will be decreased and finally disappear. 

(2) The casino sites along the frontier have to build up their selling points to be 

a full cycle attraction like Koh Kong Casino Project which will extend the 

benefit of the investors by taking part in the investment on the internal legal 

casino. In contrast, there will be a protest against the emergence of legal 
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casinos by any means since they have to directly lose their benefits. It 

therefore depends on the government to set a policy how to open the 

casmo: 

(a) They require to compete in the international stage or not. 

(b) It is solely to prevent the leakage of Thai currency out of the country 

or collect a tax back to the government. 

(c) It is to support and encourage the group of capitalists who run the 

casino business along the border in order to sustain its existence. 

(d) It is to establish the full cycle casino site as a source of tourism and 

shopping center to bring foreign currencies into the country. 

However, if Thailand legally open the casinos, it should be done in an industrial 

way by making it the center of entertainment and recreation as well as full cycled tourist 

attraction together with a shopping center for competition and exchange of international 

merchandise so that it will be able to solve the outflow problem. The researcher has 

considered this issue and realized its advantages, disadvantages and impact on Thai 

society and culture as main factors to reach the decision whether to open legal casinos 

within the country or not. In the feasibility study of the opening of a casino, the 

researcher has tried her best efforts to examine the possibility to open the casino, the 

most suitable place for its location and whether it should be practiced as a Pilot project 

before or not as well as the methods and procedures in detail. Anyway, it is under the 

authority of the administrative party who will finally make a decision whether the 

casino houses should be legally opened in Thailand or not. 

One factor that made the former government unable to make a decision to legally 

open the casino is the national society and culture. Most people lack good knowledge 

about casinos, regardless of the casino's style weather it is relevant to tourism, 
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entertainment, full cycled recreation and its standard administration as some countries in 

Europe have opened casinos for generations. Thus, it should try to discover how to 

expose a society to accept casinos that it is not only a gamble. As such, it is unable to 

separate the behavioral problem in Thai society that people from every social class have 

preferred to try their luck on various forms of gambling. 

Under present circumstances, there are increasing numbers of illegal gambling 

houses where a large amount of money is circulated each year, both in Bangkok and its 

boundaries. According to statistical records, 107,959 cases and 295,898 persons who 

secretly contribute to illegal gambling are arrested per year. The statistics gradually 

increases which may have more impact on the civil officers who are the resources of the 

country. According to the data of Royal Thai Police, it is found that at present, it needs 

15-20% of the total 200,000 police manpower to suppress and arrest the illegal 

gambling houses. The statistics showing the arrest of the illegal gamblers are about 

250,000 cases per year. One in a third is from underground lottery. This figure does not 

cover the considerable number of illegal gambling houses which keep paying levy's to 

the governmental officers so that they are not captured. The more the police try to 

suppress the illegal gambling houses, the more the statistical numbers of the illegal 

gamblers increase. 

It is unsuccessful to prohibit people to gamble since the benefits from such 

business are immense. Besides, the civil officers who have power and authority also 

participate in such business, so to suppress gambling means to solve the problem at its 

end. Then, the government should have a definite policy towards the legal opening of 

casinos by studying the research and reports as well as making a public opinion survey 

to urgently learn about the opinion of the majority of people in the country in order to 

be used as a database to set the national strategies in the future, to prevent the outflows 
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of money, to create job and generate revenue to the country, to take money to develop 

human resources which is considered as the most important and valuable as well as to 

take the revenue which is under the possession of the minority back to the majority in 

order to develop the country. 

5.2 Advantages and Disadvantages of the Legal Opening of a Casino in Thailand 

5.2.1 Advantages 

(1) The government can create jobs and bring revenue into the country from 

the taxation and license fee in a large amounts of hundred thousand million 

baht a year. In the past, the emergence of casinos were against the domestic 

law so most Thai people had to cross the border to play in legal casinos in 

neighboring countries which share a borderline with Thailand. According 

to the study, it is found that people annually carry huge amounts of money 

to gamble. This is the immense amount which people have to lose. If there 

are legal casino houses in Thailand, it will attract people not to move to 

other countries for a gambling. As such, the currency which is to lost in 

other foreign casinos will be internally circulated which encourages the 

government to collect certain amounts of tax. The revenue from taxation 

will be returned to the society in form of social welfare which will 

contributed to the whole population. For example, Macao, the Special 

Administrative Region of People's Republic of China can takes revenue 

from gambling and tourism to develop the country. Those who have 

income have to pay tax especially local people who will pay less tax than 

before as the government obtains a sufficient number of revenue from 

casino tax. If the government gives permission to open internal casinos and 

can even keep a close control over it, it will provide an advantage due to 
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increasing revenues from other sections such as taxation, tourism, jobs and 

revenue creation which will have an effect on society and people in the 

future. 

(2) If the government supports the legal opening of casino sites in Thailand, it 

is not only draw the interest of foreign gamblers but also make them return 

to Thailand once again. It is noticeable that in some countries where there 

is a casino site such as Australian Commonwealth, New Zealand, Malaysia 

and the Kingdom of Cambodia, the emergence of casino site is one of the 

objectives of the government who want to use it as an attraction to tourists 

to draw foreign currencies into their own country as much as possible. Had 

Thailand encouraged the opening of a legal casinos, there would have been 

a certain amount of inflow from various currencies which the foreigners 

spend on gambling and tourism especially the VIP gamblers who carry a lot 

of money to be used as capital since the standard casinos will provide a 

ready service such as credit and network of international money transfer. 

On the one hand, gambling will enhance tourism. On the other hand, it 

brings foreign currencies into the country which can be traced by the 

statistical records of immigrants who entry and depart the borderland such 

as the border crossing point at Aranyaprathed (to gamble in the casino at 

Poi pet, the Kingdom of Cambodia). It shows the numbers of approximately 

30,000 - 40,000 Thai people and 10,000 - 20,000 foreigners each month. 

(3) The legal opening of casinos will help releasing some burden of the civil 

officers who have to chase up and suppress the illegal deeds. Presently, 

there are a lot of illegal casinos which openly provide gambling services, so 

the owners of such sites become rich while the police are unable to 
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suppress it. Besides, there is a violence force to threaten the officers so 

there is an abundance of illegal gambling sites in Thailand. The profit is in 

the form of returns to the owners of the casinos and some civil officers who 

do not follow their assigned duties. The emergence of legal casinos in 

Thailand likely to solve these problems since casino is a form of industrial 

business which can be arranged as universal system. There is a taxation, 

welfare for empluyees, accumulated money and pension upon retirement 

which is different from the illegal gambling site which is monitored and 

controlled by a powerful force. 

According to the statistics, it demonstrates that 107,959 cases and 

295,898 gamblers who secretly do illegal games are arrested every year. In 

the future, it is estimated that the number will increase which may impact 

the performance of the civil officers who are considered as important 

resources of the country to suppress and prevent the illegal crime. From the 

data of Royal Thai Police, it is found that at present, it requires 15-20% of 

200,000 police manpower to suppress the illegal gambling sites. 

(4) The government can provide jobs to people since standard casinos will 

build up a full cycled entertaining source to support the requirements of 

tourists such as resorts for recreation, modem hotels and lodgings, 

international food for service and others. These activities requires the labor 

force to construct sites and provide services which is to enhance the 

laborers who are used to gain lower income from agricultural sector. They 

can change their careers or take it as a supplementary job. Besides, 

referring to the examples in other countries, it demonstrates that the 

opening of a casinos will help create supplementary businesses such as 
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restaurants, grocenes, pawn shops, banks, taxi and bus transportation 

between casino site and a shopping store for the sake of convenience. For 

example, some countries even have a casino at the airport to especially 

attract money of foreigners . Apart from this, for maximum benefit return to 

Thai labor, it should specify the rate of wage of Thai labor in order to 

maintain the benefit of Thai people upon the permission to open a casino. 

(5) The casinos will to some extent reduce the mafia gangs and other social 

problems since the government will be able to control and monitor its 

operations with transparency since the administration needs an accounting 

system that can be audited. Also, the legal casinos will decrease the illegal 

gambling places which are by now spread all over Thailand. Some 

provinces have casinos at the borders which is adjacent to the neighboring 

country where there are VIP casinos. Thai people usually gamble in the 

casinos along the frontier. Those who become rich from the illegal casinos 

are police. It is evident that the revenue from levy's collected from casinos 

by police or some groups make the police powerful in the area and 

obviously become wealthy. The levy will be forwarded to upper-ranked 

police. The establishment of legal casinos in Thailand will subside these 

problems. However, it must be located in the regulated and controlled area 

by carefully considering which province and district should be allowed to 

open casinos. If it is not useful for agricultural purposes, it can be 

substituted by gambling houses. 

5.2.2 Disadvantages 

(1) If the government has no measures to strictly and transparently control the 

casino houses, it possibly will bring about social problems such as de-
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moralization of society. It also encourages people to behave against the 

religious doctrine if the government opens legal casinos. Besides, it also 

leads to cheating, robbery, stealing, crime as well as family problems since 

people who are addicted to the temptation will not pay attention to work or 

take good care of their families as they concentrate on gambling alone. 

Hence, the families will lack leaders. Husbands and wives have no time to 

join together and hardly take care of children which finally brings about 

family problems. However, family problems are caused by individuals 

rather than casinos since people can go to illegally gamble although there is 

no legal emergence of casinos. The government should therefore set up a 

treatment center for the gambling addicted persons in order to solve such 

problems. 

(2) Opening the casmos will create bad habits for the youth by way of 

wallowing the temptation. Recently, a lot of youth got involved in various 

kinds of gambling. Money which is provided by the parents for educational 

purposes is wrongly spent on gambling without proper attention from the 

parents. When money is consumed, they commit wrong deeds by 

committing petty larceny, being addicted to drugs and then exercising more 

severe violence. These problems are related to each other. In order to 

alleviate these problems, it is necessary to specify the range of age of those 

who are able to come to service upon the opening of casinos in Thailand. 

(3) The government should set up preventive measures against money 

laundering. Upon consideration of the opening of casinos in Thailand, there 

are both, advantages and disadvantages. This is according to the principle 

that everything is like a coin, and has two sides, both good and bad ones, 
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even medicines have their side effects. To open casmos, has both 

economic advantages and social disadvantages. Therefore, the government 

and society should cooperate to carefully scrutinize the opening of casinos. 

At present, there are various forms of gambling such as a card games, 

governmental lottery, underground lottery, a cock fight as well as football 

matches which is weekly transferred via satellite from abroad such as 

England, Italy, Germany and Spain. Besides, there are also legal gambles 

such as governmental lottery, savings lottery and horse racing etc. Upon 

consideration of the internal gambling problems and outflows of money by 

gambling along the border between Thailand and neighboring countries, 

this problem is considered as a national level problem, which should be 

urgently solved. 

5.3 Recommendations 

(1) The government should make people have a clear understanding that there 

is a difference between casinos and gambling houses. The casino site which 

the researcher has studied is a place which also procures the variety of full 

cycled entertainment and recreation services such as tourist attractions, 

shopping centers and entertaining clubs as an industry. Casino is only a part 

of it which will help creating jobs and generating revenue for the country. 

(2) The researcher finds clarity to promote the legal opening of casinos in the 

country. In particular, the law provides the opportunity for the 

administrative parties especially the government will be able to give 

allowances to open the casinos by issuing a royal decree. 

(3) In order to solve the black money which results from illegal gambling sites 

especially the circulation of money in gambling activities, both inside and 
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outside the country, where Thai people get involved directly and indirectly 

and are unable to verify the sources of the money since there are about 90% 

of the total gamblers who nowadays illegally play gambling games both 

inside and outside the country along the border which causes substantial 

amount of outflows. 

(4) The government may launch a policy to open legal casinos in order to solve 

the illegal gambling inside the country by setting strict rule and regulation 

to effectively monitor and control the administration of the casinos in an 

industrial way so that it can be audited and reported to the public, making 

aware of its operating. Then, the black money will be under the control of 

the state authority. Besides, the government should establish a function to 

systematically monitor, examine and control the taxation from casinos. 

After interviewing the PM. foreign countries which have administrative 

styles to manage casinos as an industry such as Malaysia and Australian 

Commonwealth, it is found that the government can collect a considerable 

amount of revenue from casino taxation and other relevant business. Such 

revenue can be spent on the development of social welfare and the nation in 

the future. 
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APPENDIX B 

NUMBER OF CASINO HOUSES IN THE WORLD 
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St. Gabriel's Lib1ary, Au 

Table A.1. Casino around the World Totally 3,894 Places of 133 Countries. 

No. Country Place 

1 Antigua 9 

2 Antilles 13 

3 Argentina 30 

4 Aruba 15 

5 Australia 352 

6 Austria 22 
-

7 Azerbaijan 1 

8 Bahamas 5 

9 Barbados 1 

10 Belgium 12 

11 Benin 1 

12 Bolivia 3 

13 Botswana 5 

14 Bulgaria 11 

15 Cambodia 3 

16 Cameroon 2 

17 Canada 134 

18 Chile 8 

19 Columbia 20 

20 Comoros 3 

21 Congo 2 

22 Costa Rica 31 

23 Cote d' lvoire 1 
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Table A. I. Casino around the World Totally 3,894 Places of 133 Countries. 
(Continued) 

No. Country Place 

24 Croatia 35 

25 Cyprus 9 

26 Czech Republic 66 

27 Denmark 9 

28 Dominican Republic 32 

29 Egypt 31 

30 El Salvador I 

31 England 2 

32 Equador 25 

33 Estonia 48 

34 Ethiopia I 

35 Finland 40 

36 France 294 

37 French Polynesia 3 

38 Gabon 5 

39 Gambia I 

40 Germany 85 

41 Ghana 3 

42 Gibraltar 2 

43 Greece 17 

44 Guadeloupe 3 

45 Haiti 4 
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Table A. I. Casino around the World Totally 3,894 Places of 133 Countries. 
(Continued) 

No. Country Place 

46 Holland 18 

47 Honduras 2 

48 Hungary 23 

49 India 1 

50 Indonesia 1 

51 Ireland 27 

52 Israel 1 

53 Italy 14 

54 Ivory Coast 2 

55 Jamaica 2 

56 Japan 39 

57 Kazakhstan 1 

58 Kenya 12 

59 Korea 19 

60 Kyrgyzstan 1 

61 Latvia 7 

62 Lebanon 1 

63 Lesotho 2 

64 Lithuania 1 

65 Luzembourg 1 

66 Macau 4 

67 Macedonia 5 
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Table A. I. Casino around the World Totally 3,894 Places of 133 Countries. 
(Continued) 

No. Country Place 

68 Madagascar 3 

69 Malaysia 1 

70 Malta 3 

71 Mariana Islands 1 

72 Martinique 2 

73 Mauritius 14 

74 Moldova 1 

75 Monaco 6 

76 Morocco 8 

77 Mozambique 1 

78 Myanmar 1 

79 Namibia 3 

80 Nepal 5 

81 New Caledonia 2 

82 New Zealand 58 

83 Netherland 18 

84 Nicaragua 1 

85 Niger 1 

86 Nigeria 8 

87 Panama 19 

88 Paraguay 7 

89 Peru 14 
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Table A. l. Casino around the World Totally 3,894 Places of 133 Countries. 
(Continued) 

No. Country Place 

90 Philippines 28 

91 Poland 39 

92 Portugal 11 

93 Puerto Rico 23 

94 Reunion 3 

95 Romania 18 

96 Russia 96 

97 Saint Kitts 1 

98 Saint Vincent 1 

99 Saudi Arabia 1 

100 Scotland 4 

101 Senegal 2 

102 Seychelles 4 

103 Sierra Leone 1 

104 Singapore 1 

105 Slovakia 10 

106 Slovenia 10 

107 Solomon Islands 3 

108 South Africa 36 

109 Spain 38 

110 St. Maarten 11 

111 Suriname 2 
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Table A.l. Casino around the World Totally 3,894 Places of 133 Countries. 
(Continued) 

No. Country Place 

112 Swaziland 5 

113 Sweden 16 

114 Switzerland 31 

115 Syria 1 

116 Tanzania 4 

117 Tasmania 13 

118 Togo 3 

119 Trinidad & Tobago 7 

120 Tunisia 7 

121 Truks and Caicos 2 

122 Uganda 3 

123 Ukraine 21 

124 United Kingdom 118 

125 Uruguay 29 

126 USA 1,495 

127 Uzbekistan 1 

128 Vanuatu 3 

129 Venezuela 13 

130 Yugoslavia 12 

131 Zaire 1 

132 Zambia 8 

133 Zimbabwe 9 
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Table A.1. Casino around the World Totally 3,894 Places of 133 Countries. 
(Continued) 

No. Country Place 

Total 3,894 

Source: http://www.un.org/Overview/unmember.html (April 2, 2002) 

http://www.bigcasinolist.com (April 1, 2002) 

http://www.templeofgambling.it (April I, 2002) 

Giorgio Gennarillitta and Enzo Picco, Eds, The Temple of Gambling: 

Guide to the Casinos of Europe (Italy: Monografie, 1999), pp. 46-47 
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APPENDIX C 

STATISTIC OF IMMIGRANT AND EMIGRANT 
THROUGH IMMIGRATION BUREAU (IMM) 
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Table C. l Statistic of immigrant and emigrant through Immigration Bureau (IMM) 

February 2002 March2002 April 2002 
IMM Check-point Thai Foreigner Thai Foreigner Thai Foreigner 

In Out In Out In Out In Out In Out In Out 
Chiang San 2,324 2,224 1,028 1,045 2,539 2,505 1,617 1,623 2,475 2,481 1,394 1,369 
Mae Sai 54,726 56,868 5,618 5,275 49,553 50,984 36,348 36,277 85,654 86,894 37,537 36,829 
Tak 2,186 2,186 12,618 12,642 1,902 1,876 13,504 13,652 2,315 2,315 31,016 21,094 
Ranong 12,194 12,196 4,862 4,804 12,466 12,464 3,970 4,046 14,260 17,817 3,449 3,732 
Kabcheong 9,297 9,297 5,694 5,694 7,292 7,292 6,731 8,589 8,589 8,589 8,404 8,404 
KlongYai 929 855 2,577 1,587 352 426 2,080 1,494 521 480 3,366 2,450 
Pongnamron 13,672 13,672 12,603 12,603 15,918 15,918 13,118 13,118 14,419 14,419 13,954 13,954 
Aranya Prades 24,691 25,032 13,122 13,649 21,712 21,972 13,546 13,474 22,275 22,537 8,778 8,979 
Nongkai 3,735 3,738 10,823 11,336 3,741 3,684 12,351 10,402 4,293 4,038 12,920 38,251 
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APPENDIX D 

THE QUESTIONNAIRE'S RESULT 
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The opinions of people toward 'opening casino legally in Thailand' 

Gender 

Age 

Education 

Career 

Man=46.70% Woman= 53.30 % 

lower than 18.21 years=13.73% 21-30 years=46.11% 

31-40 years =25.32% more than 40 years=13.51 % 

High School or lower=15.54% 

Certificate of Vocation, Certificate of high level cation/ 

diploma = 25.66% 

Bachelor= 49.17% 

Government officer = 13.07% 

Soldier/policeman=5.87% 

Entrepreneur = 14 .14 % 

Employee = 6.42% 

others = 0.59% 

Higher graduate = 3 .36% 

Officer in State enterprise = 8.42% 

Official in company/bank=23.11 % 

Student = 24.25% 

Unemployed= 0.37% 

Not identify=2.69% 

1. What do you think about opening casino legally in Thailand? 

Agree = 51.92% 

Disagree = 34.06% 

Neither agree nor disagree = 13.75% 

2. Do you think Thai people or foreigner are capable and suitable to play gambling in 

the legal casino? 

Thai people=2.40% Foreigner=26.28% Both Thai and Foreigner=67.37% 
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3. Which part of Thailand that is appropriate to open casino legally? (sequence from 1, 

means the most appropriate, 2 and 3 respectively) 

l st South 21.00% Phuket Province 8.19 % 

2nd North 19.36% Chiang Mai Province 11.36% 

3rd Central 15.81 % Bangkok 12.30% 

4. What do you think about the strict enforcement in regulation or law for those who 

play in opening legal casino? 

Agree = 73.20% 

Disagree = 7.22% 

Neither agree nor disagree = 17.35% 

5. What do you think if Thai government opens the legal casino as an experimental 

project? 

Agree = 49.84% 

Disagree = 19.94% 

Neither agree nor disagree = 28.32% 

6. What is your expectation in case that the government would open casino in Thailand 

legally? 

The government Issues the law that controls the gambling, and enforces it 

strictly and seriously 39.64% 

To open the casino legally, the country should have the central committee to 

administrate and check the operation 18.41 % 
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Put some income from opening casino to give more benefit in 

many parts of the society 33.61% 

Others 1.13% 

7. In your opinion, what will be the positive effects on Thai society if the government 

opens casino legally? 

Stimulate economic development of the country mean =4.51 

Take advantage oflegal casino to lure investing in local areas mean =3.76 

Prevent money outflow mean =4.98 

Casino increases employment mean =3.36 

Taking part in supporting tourist business mean =4.06 

Others such as reduce illegal casino/the government 

. . 
receive more mcome mean =2.57 

8. What do you think about the negative effects on Thai society if the government 

opens the casino legally? 

Bring about negative effects on merits mean =4.49 

Shattering family mean =4.20 

Increase criminal crime mean =4.61 

The next generation might think that they should promote 

and support casino. mean =4.30 

Bring about economic problems mean =3.14 

Others such as people get more debt, being occupied by the 

temptation and bring bribery and corruption mean =2.94 
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9. What do you think if there is central council to inspect the casino? 

Agree = 62.71 % 

Disagree = 7.25% 

Neither agree nor disagree = 24.84% 

10. In your opinion, what measures the government should have to set up in case those 

who are occupied by the gamble cause problems in family? 

1st Issues the law to control gambler qualification including checking the 

real finance status, age, occupation, income, certificate and membership, 

so forth. = 24.30% 

2"d Sets up the measure of penalty such as imprisonment, fine 

or execution 19.02% 

3rd Enforces the relevant regulations or law seriously, 

the government should have to control seriously 10.87% 

4th Gives more knowledge about gambling and suggest about 

merits, ethics/emphasizes the benefit and danger of gambling = 8.91 % 

5th rovides another occupation or work to increase income 

in a household 

11. What form of the legal casino in Thailand? 

Comprehensives entertain and relaxing places where have 

department stores, entertain places and hotel, so forth. 

The place for playing gambling only 

Others 
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54.29% 

30.96% 

0.81% 



12. Supplementary suggestions 

1st Regulation or rules should be strict, the government should 

enforce them seriously 14.65% 

2nd Study the pro and con before practice/think over the issue 

seriously about the positive-negative effects or ask for public opinion 

3rd Should open the legal casino as soon as possible because it 

would increase employment and prevent money outflow. 
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1. The Opinions on the issue of opening casino legally 

Strongly Agree 51.92 % Because 

1. The money circulate within the country/does not sneak out 

2. The state receive more revenue from tax/revenue increasing/much 

more currency inflow to grow the economy of the country 

3. To gamble openly/legal place to play the game orderly/solve the 

problem about illegal casino 

4. Thai people play gamble in general/Thailand cannot stop gambling 

5. Might improve the economic situation 

Strongly Disagree 34.06 % because 

1. It deceives people to stick only on gamble and lazy to work or 

study/Do not want Thai people do nothing only gamble 

2. The place of ruin and illegal 

3. Bring about many negative effects: crime, chaotic in the society and 

corruption 

4. Oppose to ethics and morals of Thai society as Buddhist country 

5. Cause over debt in Thai family/emerge problems in the family 

Neither agree nor Disagree 13.75 % 

12.62% 

11.74% 

7.42% 

4.66% 

1.26% 

11.06% 

5.68% 

4.12% 

2.28% 

1.43% 

2. Thai people or foreigners are capable and suitable to play gambling in the legal 

casino 

1. Both Thai and foreigner 67.37% 

2. Foreigner 26.68% 

3. Thai people 2.40% 

4. Do not want anyone play gambling 0.04% 
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3. Part and province that the people see appropriation to open legal casino 

1. The central part 
-Bangkok province 

-Phetchaburi province 

-Sakaeo province 

-Nonthaburai province 

-Pathumthani province 

The North 

-Chiangmai province 

-Chiangrai province 

-Maehongson province 

-Lampang province 

-Tak 

2. The South 
-Phuket province 

-Songkhla province 

-Narathiwat province 

-Suratthani province 

-Y ala province 

3. The East 

-Chonburi province 

-Rayong province 

-Trat province 

-Chanthaburi province 

15.81% 

12.30% 

0.65% 

0.53% 

0.34% 

0.28% 

19.36% 

11.36% 

4.98% 

0.17% 

0.31% 

0.27% 

21.00% 

8.19% 

6.55% 

0.84% 

0.80% 

0.80% 

8.95% 

7.00% 

0.70% 

0.63% 

0.22% 
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-Open every appropriated provinces 

4. The west 
- Kanchanaburi Province 

- Rachaburi Province 

- Nakhompathom Province 

- Prachoubkeereekhan Province 

- Suphanburi Province 

Northeast 

- Nakhom Ratchaseema 

-Khonkhan 

- Nong Kai 

- Ubonratchananee 

- Loei 

4. Opinion about the strict enforcement in the regulation 

Strongly agree 73.20 % because 

1. Decrease any chaotic situation or prevent from problems 

2. Everyone should handle regulation or law to control the habit of 

himself and not violate the law 

3. Increase discipline in person/one of the ways to order society 

4. To limit the status of people who can play gambling: limit age, 

finance status and career 

5. Gambling is not a good thing, there should be having appropriate 

regulation 
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3.01% 

1.40% 

0.60% 

0.47% 

0.15% 

0.14% 

9.66% 

2.46% 

1.62% 

1.48% 

1.00% 

0.31% 

14.61 % 

13.89% 

11.90% 

8.12% 
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Strongly Disagree 7.22 % because 

1. Do not want opening legal casino in Thailand 1.08% 

2. If there is the casino, there shall not be strict enforcement too 
0.83% 

much/there should be the liberal casino 

3. Thai people do not like to do along the law/like to break the law 0.36% 

4. Gambling is illegal by itself/it is the way of ruin 0.32% 

5. Cause many following problems 0.32% 

5. Opinions about opening legal casino as an experimental project 

Strongly agree 49.84 % because 

1. To know the pros and cons or effects to consider the appropriation of 
15.51% 

legal casino 

2. To know the problems or difficulties and bring about the prevent and 
8.05% 

amendment before opening casino legally in real 

3. There should be public opinion to know people admiration toward the 
3.51% 

legal casino/to know how much the people are interested in legal casino 

4. Increase government's revenue/develop the country 1.54% 

5. Increase liquidity within country 1.46% 

Strongly disagree 19.94 % because 

I. It deceives people to stick only on gamble and lazy to work or 
2.85% 

study/Do not want Thai people do nothing only gamble 

2. Do not want any casino in Thailand 2.63% 

3. Gambling is not a good thing, illegal/ the place to the ruin 1.50% 

4. Should open the operation without any experimental project in which 
1.39% 

waste money 
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5. Bring about the following problems such as criminal crime, disorder 
0.88% 

in the society and corruption 

Neither agree nor disagree 28.32 % 

6. The expectations of people in case of opening casino legally 

1. The government Issues the law that controls the gambling, and 39.64% 

enforces it strictly and seriously 

2. Put some income from opening casino to give more benefit in many 33.61 % 

parts of the society 

3. To open the casino legally, the country should have the central 18.41 % 

committee to administrate and check the operation 

4. Do not have any expectation/do not want to have the casino 4.04% 

5. Bring about disaster to the society and the nation 0.46% 

6. The people do not receive any benefit/the benefit is fall upon only one 0.17% 

group of people 

7. Positive effects of opening casino legally on Thai society 

1. Prevent money outflow 

2. Take advantage of legal casino to lure investing in local areas 

3. Taking part in supporting tourist business 

4. Take advantage of legal casino to lure investing in local areas 

5. Casino increases employment 

6. Reduce illegal casino/the government receive more income 

8. Negative effects on Thai society ifthere are legal casinos 

1. Increase criminal crime 

2. Bring about negative effects on merits 
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Mean =4.51 

Mean=4.06 

Mean =3.76 

Mean =3.36 

Mean=2.57 

Mean =4.61 

Mean=4.49 



3. The next generation might think that they should promote and 

support casino. 

4. Shattering family 

5. Bring about economic problems 

6. People get more debt, be occupied by the temptation and bring 

bribery and corruption 

Mean =4.30 

Mean =4.20 

Mean =3.14 

Mean =2.94 

9. The opinions toward the creating of central council to inspect the casino 

Strongly agree 62. 71 % because 

1. As it cause checking of currency, prevent money laundering, bribery 

and corruption 

2. Control and enact the regulation of in the right way 

3. Appoint faithful persons to be member of the council 

4. Having tangible legal casino 

5. To know the resolution, effects or mistake of the operation 

Disagree 7.25 % because 

1. There should not be opening legal casino/do not want Thailand have 

casmo 

2. There might have corruption/cheat/betray or non-transplant 

3. There might be cheat or exploit government power to gain individual 

benefit/to check is useless 

4. Thai society still has patronage system, in which there might be 

discrimination/it may be giving bribery to the members of the council 

5. The central member cannot control all over 

Neither agree nor disagree 24.84 % 
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9.03% 

0.87% 

0.55% 

0.25% 

1.82% 

1.42% 

0.44% 

0.18% 

0.11% 



10. Measures setting by the government for those who are occupied by the gamble 

1. Issues the law to control gambler qualification including checking the real 

finance status, age, occupation, income, certificate and membership, so 

forth 

24.30% 

2. Sets up the measure of penalty such as imprisonment, fine or execution 19.02% 

3. Enforces the relevant regulations or law seriously, the government 10.87% 

should have to control seriously 

4. Gives more knowledge about gambling and suggest about merits, 

ethics/emphasizes the benefit and danger of gambling 

5. Provides another occupation or work to increase income in a 

household 

11. The opinions about form of legal casino 

8.91% 

4.98% 

1. Comprehensives entertain and relaxing places where have department 54.29% 

stores, entertain places and hotel, so forth. 

2. The place for playing gambling only 

3. Neither form is good 

12. Supplementary Suggestion 

1. Regulation or rules should be strict, the government should enforce 

them seriously 

2. Study the pro and con before practice/think over the issue seriously 

about the positive-negative effects or ask for public opinion 

3. Should open the legal casino as soon as possible because it would 

increase employment and prevent money outflow. 
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2, 709 Examples of Sampling Group can divided as follows: 

Amount Percentage 

(person) (%) 

Gender Man 1,265 46.70 

Woman 1,444 53.30 

Age lower than 21 years 372 13.73 

21-30 years 1,249 46.11 

31-40 years 686 25.32 

More than 40 years 366 13.51 

*not Identify 36 1.33 

Education High school or lower 421 15.54 

Certificate of Vocation, Certificate 

of high level vocation/diploma 695 25.66 

Bachelor 1,332 49.17 

Higher graduate 91 3.36 

*Not identify 170 6.28 

Occupation Government officer 354 13.07 

Officer in State enterprise 228 8.42 

Soldier/po !iceman 159 5.87 

Official in company/bank 626 23.11 

Entrepreneur/shopkeeper 383 14.14 

Student 657 24.25 

Employee 174 6.42 

Unemployed 10 0.37 
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Amount Percentage 

(person) (%) 

OccupationsHousekeeper 29 1.07 

Others 16 0.59 

Not identify 73 2.69 

Province Bangkok 647 23.88 

Kanchanaburi 397 14.65 

Chonburi 419 15.47 

N akornratchasima 454 16.76 

Chiangmai 393 14.51 

Songkhla 399 14.73 
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Table D.1. List of Abbreviations for Table D.2. - Table D.13. 

No. Abbreviation Subject 
1 A Gender: Man 
2 B Gender: Female 
3 c Age: 18 -21 years 
4 D Age: 21 - 30 years 
5 E Age: 31 - 40 years 
6 F Age: more than 40 years 
7 G Education: High School or Lower 
8 H Education: Certificate ofVocation, Certificate of high level vocation diploma 
9 I Education: Bachelor 
10 J Education: Higher Graduate 
11 K Occupation: Government officer 
12 L Occupation: Officer in State Enterprise 
13 M Occupation: Solider/Policeman 
14 N Occupation: Official in Company/Bank 
15 0 Occupation: Entrepreneur/Shopkeeper 
16 p Occupation: Student 
17 Q Occupation: Employee 
18 R Occupation: Unemployed 
19 s Occupation: Housekeeper 
20 T Occupation: Others 
21 u Province: Bangkok 
22 v Province: Kanchanaburi 
23 w Province: Chonburi 
24 x Province: Chiangmai 
25 y Province:Nakomrachsima 
26 z Province: Songkhla 
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Table D.2. An Opinion, If Thailand Opens Casino Legally Crossing With Personal Information. 

Over Gender Age (years) Education 
The Opinions on the issue of opening casino legally 

all A B c D E F G H I J 

Strongly Agree Because 51.92 62.12 42.92 49.12 51.02 52.78 56.64 55.21 52.17 50.81 44.79 

The money circulate within the country/does not 
12.62 13.86 11.53 12.03 12.45 13.57 12.03 13.97 11.01 13.80 9.38 

sneak out 

The state receive more revenue from tax/revenue 

increasing/much more currency inflow to grow the 11.74 15.53 8.39 10.78 12.88 10.99 10.78 12.64 11.55 11.71 5.21 

economy of the country 

To gamble openly/legal place to play the game 
7.42 8.13 6.79 9.02 7.10 6.78 8.27 5.32 9.24 7.44 8.33 

orderly/solve the problem about illegal casino 

Thai people play gamble in general/Thailand cannot 
4.66 7.11 2.50 2.01 3.66 5.02 9.77 4.88 4.21 4.53 12.50 

stop gambling 

Might grow the economic situation 1.26 1.31 1.22 1.75 1.46 1.22 - 0.89 0.82 1.49 -

Increase employment and income/create job for the 
0.95 1.38 0.58 0.50 1.24 0.81 0.75 0.67 1.22 0.81 1.04 

poor 

Prevent the bribe among the police/no bribery 0.88 0.80 0.96 0.50 1.17 0.81 0.50 1.33 1.22 0.61 -

The casino can be controlled easier under the law 0.68 0.94 0.45 0.25 0.59 0.68 1.50 0.67 0.41 0.88 1.04 

Like/love to play gamble 0.54 0.58 0.51 0.25 0.59 0.41 1.00 0.44 0.27 0.74 1.04 

It is express that the country is going to new era 
0.37 0.58 0.19 0.50 0.59 0.14 0.22 0.68 0.34 - -

likewise developed countries 

Others 0.71 1.02 0.45 1.75 0.73 0.27 0.50 0.89 0.27 0.88 -

Not identify 9.25 9.72 8.84 9.27 7.32 11.67 11.03 13.08 10.73 6.56 5.21 
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Table D.2. The Opinion, If Thailand Opens Casino Legally Crossing With Personal Information. (continued) 

Over Occupation 
The Opinions on the issue of opening casino legally 

all K L M N 0 p Q R s 
Strongly Agree Because 51.92 44.36 51.64 62.57 51.67 64.27 48.86 49.47 54.55 29.03 

The money circulate within the country/does not 
I2.62 9.99 15.98 13.97 I2.05 I6.07 13.07 IO.I I 9.68 -

sneak out 

The state receive more revenue from tax/revenue 

increasing/much more currency inflow to grow the 11.74 10.76 9.84 12.85 11.90 13.19 12.22 9.57 27.27 9.68 

economy of the country 

To gamble openly/legal place to play the game 
7.42 5.5I 9.43 I0.06 7.98 6.95 7.39 5.32 I8.18 3.23 

orderly/solve the problem about illegal casino 

Thai people play gamble in general/Thailand cannot 
4.66 6.82 3.28 8.38 5.8I 6.24 1.56 2.13 - -

stop gambling 

Might grow the economic situation 1.26 1.05 1.64 1.12 1.3 I 0.96 1.70 1.06 - -

Increase employment and income/create job for the 
0.95 1.57 0.41 0.73 0.96 0.99 2.66 - - -

poor 

Prevent the bribe among the police/no bribery 0.88 - 0.41 1.12 1.74 0.48 0.99 0.53 - -

The casino can be controlled easier under the law 0.68 0.52 0.82 2.79 0.73 0.48 0.14 1.60 - -

Like/love to play gamble 0.54 0.79 - 1.12 0.29 0.72 0.43 1.06 - 3.23 

It is express that the country is going to new era 
0.37 0.15 0.24 0.99 0.53 - - - - -

likewise developed countries 

Others 0.71 0.26 0.41 - 0.87 0.48 1.42 - - -

Not identify 9.25 6.82 9.02 10.61 7.26 15.59 7.39 14.89 9.09 3.23 
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Table D.2. The Opinion, If Thailand Opens Casino Legally Crossing With Personal Information. (continued) 

The Opinions on the issue of opening casino legally Over all 
u v 

Strongly Agree Because 51.92 52.22 58.82 

The money circulate within the country/does not sneak out 12.62 15.31 9.88 

The state receive more revenue from tax/revenue increasing/much more currency 
11.74 11.16 10.59 

inflow to grow the economy of the country 

To gamble openly/legal place to play the game orderly/solve the problem about 
7.42 8.44 5.88 

illegal casino 

Thai people play gamble in general!fhailand cannot stop gambling 4.66 4.43 6.12 

Might grow the economic situation 1.26 1.86 0.71 

Increase employment and income/create job for the poor 0.95 0.72 0.71 

Prevent the bribe among the police/no bribery 0.88 1.72 0.47 

The casino can be controlled easier under the law 0.68 1.00 0.24 

Like/love to play gamble 0.54 0.14 0.24 

It is express that the country is going to new era likewise developed countries 0.37 0.86 -

Others 0.71 0.72 0.71 

Not identify 9.25 4.43 22.12 
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Province 

w x y 

55.36 46.19 56.30 

15.32 11.90 12.60 

13.13 10.24 13.98 

10.07 5.95 7.68 

5.47 4.52 5.12 

1.53 0.71 1.77 

0.88 1.19 0.39 

0.88 0.71 0.98 

0.66 0.48 1.38 

0.44 0.71 1.38 

- 0.48 0.20 

0.88 1.19 0.20 

5.69 7.14 10.43 

z 
41.40 

8.84 
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Table D.2. The Opinion, If Thailand Opens Casino Legally Crossing With Personal Information. (continued) 

Over Gender Age (years) Education 
The Opinions on the issue of opening casino legally 

all A B c D E F G H I J 

Strongly Disagree because 34.06 25.18 41.90 38.35 32.50 35.10 34.34 31.04 29.76 37.21 42.71 

It deceives people to stick only on gamble and lazy to work or 
11.06 7.47 14.22 13.53 10.54 11.13 10.78 9.09 10.87 12.65 8.33 

study/Do not want Thai people do nothing only gamble 

The place of ruin and illegal 5.68 3.70 7.43 6.52 5.42 5.97 5.01 6.21 4.21 6.43 7.29 

Bring about many negative effects: crime, chaotic in the society 
4.12 4.50 3.78 2.76 4.32 4.07 4.76 1.77 4.21 4.47 6.25 

and corruption 

Oppose to ethics and morals of Thai society as Buddhist country 2.28 1.18 2.69 2.51 11.98 1.90 3.76 1.55 0.82 2.91 4.17 

Cause over debt in Thai family/emerge problems in the family 1.43 0.94 1.86 2.76 1.24 0.95 1.75 2.00 1.77 1.15 3.13 

Waste the money without anything benefit in return and 
1.22 0.73 1.67 2.01 1.24 0.95 1.00 2.00 0.27 1.56 1.04 

deteriorate Thai economy 

Do not want any casino in Thailand 1.22 0.94 1.47 0.75 1.46 1.36 0.75 2.22 1.09 0.81 2.08 

Cause the effects on the nation/Thailand's reputation would be 
0.82 0.58 1.02 1.00 0.88 0.41 1.25 1.55 0.41 0.81 -

tarnished 

Thai people still not ready to accept the casino: Lack of 

responsibilities, cannot control themselves/not suitable for Thai 0.41 0.36 0.45 0.25 0.37 0.54 0.50 - 0.27 0.61 -

people 

Law or another measures cannot control/ the government cannot 
0.41 0.58 0.26 0.25 0.44 0.14 1.00 0.27 0.47 1.04 -

enact relevant laws, the laws are not clear 

Others 0.17 0.15 0.19 0.50 0.15 - 0.25 0.44 0.27 0.07 -

*Not identify 4.08 2.61 5.38 3.76 3.51 6.38 2.26 2.88 4.48 3.92 8.33 
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Table D.2. The Opinion, If Thailand Opens Casino Legally Crossing With Personal Information. (continued) 

Over Occupation 
The Opinions on the issue of opening casino legally 

all K L M N 0 p Q R s 
Strongly Disagree because 34.06 43.13 34.43 26.82 32.22 23.50 37.22 36.70 45.45 48.39 

It deceives people to stick only on gamble and lazy to work or 
11.06 11.29 12.30 6.70 10.89 7.91 12.93 10.64 9.09 25.81 

study/Do not want Thai people do nothing only gamble 

The place of ruin and illegal 5.68 6.56 3.69 5.59 4.35 4.56 6.96 7.45 - 12.90 

Bring about many negative effects: crime, chaotic in the society 
4.12 5.51 5.74 5.59 5.22 2.16 3.41 2.13 9.09 3.23 

and corruption 

Oppose to ethics and morals of Thai society as Buddhist country 2.28 4.99 2.87 2.79 1.31 1.44 2.27 1.06 9.09 -

Cause over debt in Thai family/emerge problems in the family 1.43 1.05 0.41 0.56 1.60 1.20 2.27 0.53 - 3.23 

Waste the money without anything benefit in return and 
1.22 0.79 1.23 0.56 0.87 0.24 2.13 3.19 - -

deteriorate Thai economy 

Do not want any casino in Thailand 1.22 1.05 0.82 1.12 1.31 2.16 0.85 2.13 - -

Cause the effects on the nation/Thailand's reputation would be 
0.82 1.31 0.82 0.44 0.96 0.99 1.06 - - -

tarnished 

Thai people still not ready to accept the casino: Lack of 

responsibilities, cannot control themselves/not suitable for Thai 0.41 0.79 0.82 0.56 0.44 0.24 0.28 - - -

people 

Law or another measures cannot control/ the government cannot 
0.41 0.52 0.41 1.12 0.44 0.24 0.14 1.06 - -

enact relevant laws, the laws are not clear 

Others 0.17 0.26 - - 0.15 - 0.43 - - -

*Not identify 4.08 7.35 4.51 2.23 4.64 2.16 2.84 5.32 - -
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Table D.2. The Opinion, IfThailand Opens Casino Legally Crossing With Personal Information. (continued) 

The Opinions on the issue of opening casino legally Over all Province 

u v w x y z 
Strongly Disagree because 34.06 29.61 37.65 30.63 40.71 32.09 37.21 

It deceives people to stick only on gamble and lazy to work or study/Do 11.06 9.16 12.24 10.94 13.57 9.06 13.02 

not want Thai people do nothing only gamble 

The place of ruin and illegal 5.68 6.01 6.35 4.60 5.71 5.12 6.28 

Bring about many negative effects: crime, chaotic in the society and 4.12 4.01 2.59 3.94 6.43 4.33 3.49 

corruption 

Oppose to ethics and morals of Thai society as Buddhist country 2.28 3.00 2.12 1.75 1.90 3.15 1.16 

Cause over debt in Thai family/emerge problems in the family 1.43 1.14 1.88 1.31 1.90 1.38 1.16 

Waste the money without anything benefit in return and deteriorate 1.22 0.72 2.12 1.31 1.43 1.18 0.93 

Thai economy 

Do not want any casino in Thailand 1.22 1.00 1.18 1.31 0.24 2.36 1.16 

Cause the effects on the nation/Thailand's reputation would be tarnished 0.82 0.14 1.88 1.09 1.19 - 1.16 

Thai people still not ready to accept the casino: Lack of responsibilities, 0.41 0.72 0.24 0.22 0.48 0.20 0.47 

cannot control themselves/not suitable for Thai people 

Law or another measures cannot control/ the government cannot enact 0.41 0.86 0.24 0.44 0.48 0.20 -

relevant laws, the laws are not clear 

Others 0.17 - 0.71 - 0.24 - 0.23 

*Not identify 4.08 2.00 4.94 2.84 5.48 4.33 6.28 
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Table D.2. The Opinion, If Thailand Opens Casino Legally Crossing With Personal Information. (continued) 

The Opinions on the Gender Age (years) Education Province 
Over 

issue of opening 
all A B c D E F G H I J u v w x y z 

casino legally 

Neither agree nor 
13.75 12.34 14.99 12.28 16.25 11.94 8.77 13.75 17.80 11.71 12.50 18.17 3.53 14.00 12.14 11.61 20.47 

Disagree 

*Not identify 0.27 0.36 0.19 0.25 0.22 0.27 0.25 - 0.27 0.27 - - - - 0.95 - 0.93 

Table D.2. The Opinion, If Thailand Opens Casino Legally Crossing With Personal Information. (continued) 

The Opinions on the issue of opening casino Career 
Over all 

legally K L M N 0 p Q R s 
Neither agree or disagree 13.75 12.07 13.93 9.50 15.53 12.23 13.92 13.83 - 22.58 

*Not identify 0.27 0.26 - 1.12 0.58 - - - - -
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Table D.3. The Opinion, Thai People or Foreigner are Capable and Suitable to Play Gambling in The Legal Casino Crossing With Personal Information. 

Thai people or foreigners are capable and suitable to play Over Gender Age (years) Education 

gambling in the legal casino all A B c D E F G H I J 

Thai people 2.40 2.85 2.01 3.49 2.08 1.90 3.01 4.51 2.45 1.50 3.30 

Foreigner 26.28 21.42 30.54 29.03 24.34 29.15 25.14 22.80 28.06 26.05 34.07 

Both Thai and foreigner 67.37 72.09 63.23 63.68 70.62 64.87 64.21 67.46 65.90 68.77 59.34 

Do not want anyone play gambling 0.04 - 0.07 - - - 0.27 - - 0.08 -
Not identify 3.91 3.64 4.16 3.49 2.96 4.08 7.38 5.23 3.60 3.60 3.30 
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Table D.3. The Opinion of Thai People or Foreigner are Capable and Suitable to Play Gambling in The Legal Casino Crossing With Personal Information. (continued) 

Thai people or foreigners are capable and 
Over all 

Occupation 

suitable to play gambling in the legal casino. K L M N 0 p Q R s 
Thai people 2.40 1.98 4.82 3.14 1.44 1.83 2.59 4.60 - -

Foreigner 26.28 27.40 24.56 22.01 22.84 25.07 28.61 27.59 50.00 44.83 

Both Thai and foreigner 67.37 64.97 66.23 69.81 72.20 69.19 63.22 40.00 55.17 -

Do not want anyone play gambling 0.04 0.28 - - - - - - - -
Not identify 3.91 5.37 4.39 5.03 3.51 3.92 2.89 4.60 10.00 -

Table D.3. The Opinion of Thai People or Foreigner are Capable and Suitable to Play Gambling in The Legal Casino Crossing With Personal Information. (continued) 

Thai people or foreigners are capable and suitable to play gambling in the legal casino Over all Province 

u v w x y z 
Thai people 2.40 2.01 5.04 2.15 1.78 1.54 2.26 

Foreigner 26.28 24.73 30.23 22.91 30.28 24.89 26.07 

Both Thai and foreigner 67.37 70.94 56.17 72.79 63.36 71.37 66.42 

Do not want anyone play gambling 0.04 - - - - - 0.25 

Not identify 3.91 2.32 8.56 2.15 4.58 2.20 5.01 
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Table D.4. The Attitude of Where is The Appropriate Place for Opening Legal Casino Crossing With Personal Information. 

The Gender Age (years) Education Province 

appropriate 
Over 

place for 
all A B c D E F G H I J u v w x y z 

opening legal 

casino (region) 

In the Middle 
19.12 19.90 18.43 20.91 20.03 17.96 15.61 18.78 20.06 18.62 15.61 18.90 18.23 17.94 18.64 20.45 20.66 

of Thailand 

In the West 23.77 23.54 23.98 24.05 25.10 22.03 21.71 21.83 23.76 24.32 21.95 26.61 17.11 23.55 27.12 24.13 21.82 

In the East 24.55 23.50 25.49 24.27 25.13 24.16 23.78 23.15 24.42 24.87 23.90 25.20 22.48 24.39 23.21 31.48 19.07 

In the north 10.89 12.27 9.67 10.51 10.75 10.66 12.32 12.28 10.30 10.93 12.68 12.35 9.62 17.01 6.36 9.43 8.58 

In the 
3.55 3.57 3.54 4.66 2.77 3.88 4.88 5.18 3.76 2.88 2.93 3.98 10.18 2.24 1.90 1.79 1.59 

Northeast 

In the south 11.57 11.33 11.79 10.18 11.48 11.89 12.68 10.76 11.21 12.40 12.20 10.64 10.85 10.84 12.50 6.22 19.81 

Any region 0.48 0.56 0.41 0.65 0.16 0.71 0.98 1.42 0.48 0.06 0.49 - 3.02 - 0.11 0.28 -

No any 

appropriate 0.62 0.52 0.70 0.54 0.41 0.97 0.85 0.51 0.61 0.64 1.46 0.37 0.67 0.47 1.00 1.04 0.32 

place 

*not identify 5.45 4.81 6.01 4.23 4.18 7.75 7.20 6.09 5.39 5.27 8.78 1.96 7.83 3.55 9.15 5.18 8.16 
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Table D.4. The Attitude of Where is The Appropriate Place for Opening Legal Casino Crossing With Personal Information. (continued) 

The appropriate place for opening legal 
Over all 

Occupation 

casino (region) K L M N 0 p Q R s 
In the middle of Thailand 19.12 16.96 17.38 17.57 19.61 18.23 21.11 19.63 17.65 13.11 

In the west 23.77 22.98 24.67 23.77 24.61 22.39 24.21 20.69 11.76 27.87 

In the east 24.55 22.59 26.17 25.58 24.68 25.48 24.51 22.02 23.53 18.03 

In the north 10.89 10.78 11.78 12.14 10.65 11.73 10.83 9.28 11.76 11.48 

In the Northeast 3.55 2.70 3.93 3.88 2.73 4.80 3.77 3.98 5.88 3.28 

In the south 11.57 13.86 9.72 11.63 11.95 11.62 10.64 11.67 11.76 16.39 

Any region 0.48 0.13 - - 0.39 1.28 0.36 1.33 - -
No any appropriate place 0.62 1.93 0.93 0.52 - - 0.49 0.27 - -

*Not identify 3.35 8.34 5.42 4.91 4.87 4.48 11.14 17.65 9.84 -
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Table D.4. The Attitude of Where is The Appropriate Place for Opening Legal Casino Crossing With Personal Information. (continued) 

The appropriate Gender Age (years) Education 

place for opening Over 

legal casino all A B c D E F G H I J u v 
(region) 

Bangkok 15.34 15.87 14.86 17.37 16.52 14.16 10.82 14.49 16.53 14.93 14.15 15.21 12.70 

Chiangmai 14.16 14.16 14.16 16.31 15.81 12.69 8.73 13.58 14.96 14.44 10.24 14.67 9.90 

Phuket 10.21 9.29 11.06 9.85 11.25 9.12 8.61 10.76 9.86 10.31 5.85 11 .55 8.72 

Chonburi 8.73 10.16 7.43 7.73 8.68 8.48 10.58 10.6 8.77 8.43 8.78 9.56 7.97 

Songkla 8.16 8.48 7.87 7.63 7.97 8.67 8.98 6.84 8.05 8.56 8.78 6.79 9.47 

Chiangrai 6.21 6.09 6.32 3.92 6.14 6.12 9.10 5.53 5.41 6.34 8.78 7.40 4.95 

N akhomratchasima 3.07 3.45 2.72 2.86 3.05 3.44 2.34 3.22 3.31 3.14 . 2.44 2.22 2.05 

Khonkaen 2.02 1.45 2.54 1.91 2.51 1.21 2.09 1.81 1.74 2.31 0.49 1.92 2.26 

Nongkhai 1.84 1.97 1.73 1.27 1.77 2.49 1.72 2.01 1.92 1.79 2.44 1.20 1.51 

Kanchanaburi 1.75 1.42 2.05 2.86 1.38 1.59 2.34 3.02 1.86 1.32 1.46 1.68 5.38 

Not identify 6.78 5.71 7.75 5.08 5.75 8.74 8.86 6.84 6.73 6.83 10.73 3.13 7.97 
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14.20 14.50 18.14 

14.87 13.23 17.49 

9.53 9.55 11.26 
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2.10 1.96 1.95 
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Table D.4. The Attitude of Where is The Appropriate Place for Opening Legal Casino Crossing With Personal Information. (continued) 

The appropriate place for opening 
Over all 

Occupation 

legal casino (region) K L M N 0 p Q R s 
Bangkok 15.34 12.71 14.23 12.47 16.05 14.59 17.29 15.92 11.11 10.77 

Chiangmai 14.16 10.09 12.59 14.55 15.07 14.48 15.91 13.53 5.56 7.69 

Phuket 10.21 6.95 8.58 8.57 11.31 11.42 10.32 11.14 11.11 7.69 

Chonburi 8.73 8.39 8.94 10.39 8.32 10.36 8.28 8.75 5.56 7.69 

Songkla 8.16 7.99 11.31 10.91 6.95 8.77 7.98 6.63 - 3.08 

Chiangrai 6.21 8.52 6.57 6.23 6.50 5.18 5.04 5.31 - 13.85 

Nakhornratchasima 3.07 2.88 2.74 4.16 2.99 3.70 3.12 3.18 - 3.08 

Khonkaen 2.02 1.44 0.91 1.56 2.08 2.22 2.34 2.65 - 3.08 

Nongkhai 1.84 2.36 1.28 1.30 2.21 1.80 1.08 2.65 - 4.62 

Kanchanaburi 1.75 1.31 0.91 1.30 0.97 3.17 2.34 1.59 - 3.08 

Not identify 6.78 10.75 6.39 6.33 6.76 5.71 4.62 11.94 16.67 10.77 
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Table D.5. The Opinion About the Strict Enforcement in Regulation or Law for Those Who Play in Opening Legal Casino Crossing With Personal Information. 

Overa Gender Age (years) Education 
Opinion about the strict enforcement in the regulation 

11 A B c D E F G H I J 

Strongly agree 73.20 73.45 72.97 71.69 74.38 72.39 72.46 70.33 71.83 75.11 72.83 

Decrease any chaotic situation or prevent from problems 14.61 13.93 15.20 18.52 15.81 12.73 10.16 13.55 11.97 16.33 10.87 

Everyone should handle regulation or law to control the habit of 
13.89 15.63 12.36 14.81 13.94 13.02 14.17 14.25 13.24 14.42 17.39 

himself and not violate the law 

Increase discipline in person/ one of the ways to order society 11.90 11.38 12.36 11.11 14.17 9.30 10.16 9.58 11.41 13.32 8.70 

To limit the status of people who can play gambling: limit age, 
8.12 10.29 6.22 2.91 7.24 8.44 16.31 7.71 6.90 8.71 13.04 

finance status and career 

Gambling is not a good thing, there should have appropriate 
1.48 1.47 1.49 1.59 1.56 1.29 1.60 0.93 1.41 1.68 1.09 

regulation 

Bring about the same standard in management 0.51 0.46 0.54 - 0.86 0.29 - - 0.14 0.88 -

For the nation interest, bring foreign currency in the country 0.32 0.23 0.41 - 0.55 - 0.27 0.47 - 0.37 -

Reduce the illegal gamble 0.18 0.08 0.27 0.26 0.16 0.29 - - 0.28 0.22 -

Others 0.61 1.08 0.20 0.26 0.39 1.43 0.27 0.70 0.42 0.59 1.09 

* not identify 21.57 18.89 23.92 22.22 19.70 25.61 19.52 23.13 26.06 18.59 20.65 
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Table D.5. The Opinion About the Strict Enforcement in Regulation or Law for Those Who Play in Opening Legal Casino Crossing With Personal Information. 
(continued) 

Over Occupation 
Opinion about the strict enforcement in the regulation 

all K L M N 0 p Q R s 
Strongly agree 73.20 70.17 70.26 75.15 74.06 78.12 73.03 68.18 60.00 70.00 

Decrease any chaotic situation or prevent from problems 14.61 9.12 15.09 10.30 15.00 13.23 19.08 17.05 10.00 10.00 

Everyone should handle regulation or law to control the habit 
13.89 10.22 15.52 16.97 13.28 12.98 16.84 10.80 10.00 10.00 

of himself and not violate the law 

Increase discipline in person/one of the ways to order society 11.90 11.05 9.05 9.70 12.66 11.45 12.82 10.23 10.00 13.33 

To limit the status of people who can play gambling: limit age, 
8.12 14.92 7.76 9.70 8.59 8.65 4.02 4.55 10.00 6.67 

finance status and career 

Gambling is not a good thing, there should have appropriate 
1.48 1.10 2.59 3.03 1.25 0.76 1.79 0.57 3.33 -

regulation 

Bring about the same standard in management 0.51 0.28 0.86 0.61 0.78 0.76 0.15 - - -

For the nation interest, bring foreign currency in the country 0.32 0.83 - 0.61 0.16 0.25 0.30 - - -

Reduce the illegal gamble 0.18 - - - 0.63 - 0.15 - - -
Others 0.61 0.83 0.86 2.42 0.31 0.51 0.45 0.57 - -

* not identify 21.57 18.53 21.82 21.41 29.41 29.52 17.44 24.43 20.00 26.67 
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Table D.5. The Opinion About the Strict Enforcement in Regulation or Law for Those Who Play in Opening Legal Casino Crossing With Personal Information. 
(continued) 

Province 
Opinion about the strict enforcement in the regulation Overall 

u v w x y 

Strongly agree 73.20 71.13 74.37 69.77 74.26 78.11 

Decrease any chaotic situation or prevent from problems 14.61 17.74 11.06 16.98 12.13 14.81 

Everyone should handle regulation or law to control the habit of himself and 
13.89 16.54 13.57 11.63 12.38 17.38 

not violate the law 

Increase discipline in person/one of the ways to order society 11.90 13.08 9.30 13.02 12.62 10.09 

To limit the status of people who can play gambling: limit age, finance status 
8.12 9.17 3.02 10.47 12.87 7.51 

and career 

Gambling is not a good thing, there should have appropriate regulation 1.48 0.90 0.25 1.63 2.72 1.29 

Bring about the same standard in management 0.51 1.05 - 0.23 0.74 0.64 

For the nation interest, bring foreign currency in the country 0.32 0.45 0.25 - 0.74 -

Reduce the illegal gamble 0.18 - 1.01 - - -

Others 0.61 0.45 0.25 0.23 0.50 1.07 

* not identify 21.57 11.73 35.68 15.58 19.55 25.32 

100 

z 
72.37 

12.71 

9.78 

12.71 

4.89 

2.44 

-
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Table D.5. The Opinion About the Strict Enforcement in Regulation or Law for Those Who Play in Opening Legal Casino Crossing With Personal Information. 
(continued) 

Over Gender Age (years) Education 
Opinion about the strict enforcement in the regulation 

all A B c D E F G H I 

Strongly Disagree 7.22 6.11 8.18 7.67 6.15 9.16 6.68 5.61 6.62 7.91 

Do not want opening legal casino in Thailand 1.08 0.93 1.22 1.06 0.93 1.57 0.80 1.17 0.56 1.02 

If there is the casino, there shall not be strict 

enforcement too much/there should be the liberal 0.83 1.24 0.47 0.79 0.93 0.86 0.53 0.47 0.56 0.95 

casmo 

Thai people do not like to do along the law/like to 
0.36 0.31 0.41 0.26 0.16 0.43 0.80 0.23 0.42 0.29 

break the law 

Gambling is illegal by itself/it is the way of ruin 0.32 0.39 0.27 0.26 0.39 0.14 0.53 0.47 0.70 0.07 

Cause many following problems 0.32 0.15 0.47 0.53 0.39 0.14 - - 0.28 0.51 

Thai law does not strict enough, when the time pass 

by the enforcement is loose and give holes for people 0.29 0.15 0.41 0.26 0.23 0.29 0.53 - 0.42 0.37 

to violate the law 

Thailand is Buddhist society, It is improper to play 
0.14 0.27 0.26 0.16 0.27 0.23 0.15 - - 0.14 

gambling 

Others 0.58 0.39 0.74 - 0.78 0.43 0.80 0.23 0.85 0.59 

*not identify 3.28 2.55 3.92 4.23 2.18 5.29 2.41 2.80 2.68 3.95 
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Table D.5. The Opinion About the Strict Enforcement in Regulation or Law for Those Who Play in Opening Legal Casino Crossing With Personal Information. 
(continued) 

Opinion about the strict enforcement in the 
Over all 

Occupation 

regulation K L M N 0 p Q R s 
Strongly Disagree 7.22 10.50 8.19 7.27 5.78 4.83 7.15 10.23 10.00 3.33 

Do not want opening legal casino in Thailand 1.08 1.10 1.29 1.21 1.25 0.25 0.89 2.27 10.00 -
If there is the casino, there shall not be strict 

enforcement too much/there should be the liberal 0.83 1.10 0.43 1.82 0.63 0.76 0.89 0.57 - -
casino 

Thai people do not like to do along the law/like to 
0.36 0.28 0.43 0.61 0.16 0.51 0.60 - - -

break the law 

Gambling is illegal by itself/it is the way of ruin 0.32 0.55 0.86 - 0.16 0.25 0.45 - - -

Cause many following problems 0.32 0.55 - - - 0.25 0.75 0.57 - -

Thai law does not strict enough, when the time pass 

by the enforcement is loose and give holes for 0.29 1.10 - - 0.31 0.25 0.15 - - -

people to violate the law 

Thailand is Buddhist society, It is improper to play 
0.14 - - - - 0.51 0.30 - - -

gambling 

Others 0.58 0.55 0.86 0.61 0.47 0.51 0.45 1.14 - -
*not identify 3.28 5.25 4.31 3.03 2.81 1.53 2.68 5.68 - 3.33 
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Table D.5. The Opinion About the Strict Enforcement in Regulation or Law for Those Who Play in Opening Legal Casino Crossing With Personal Information. 
(continued) 

Province 
Opinion about the strict enforcement in the regulation Over all 

u v w x y 

Strongly Disagree 7.22 5.56 9.05 10.00 7.18 7.73 

Do not want opening legal casino in Thailand 1.08 0.45 1.01 3.02 0.99 0.64 

If there is the casino, there shall not be strict enforcement too much/there should be the 
0.83 0.90 - 1.63 0.50 1.07 

liberal casino 

Thai people do not like to do along the law/like to break the law 0.36 0.60 0.25 0.70 0.50 -

Gambling is illegal by itself/it is the way of ruin 0.32 0.60 0.50 0.23 0.50 -

Cause many following problems 0.32 0.30 - 0.23 0.74 0.43 

Thai law does not strict enough, when the time pass by the enforcement is loose and give 
0.29 0.30 0.25 0.23 0.42 -

holes for people to violate the law 

Thailand is Buddhist society, It is improper to play gambling 0.14 0.30 - 0.23 0.25 -

Others 0.58 0.30 0.50 0.23 1.24 0.64 

*not identify 3.28 1.80 6.53 3.49 2.48 4.51 
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Table D.6. The Opinion, If Thai Government Opens the Legal Casino as an Experimental Project Crossing With Personal Information 

Over Gender Age (years) 
Opinions about opening legal casino as an experimental project 

all A B c D E F 

Strongly agree 49.84 56.26 44.19 50.81 52.02 45.15 50.67 

To know the pros and cons or effects to consider the appropriation 
15.51 18.94 12.51 16.94 17.58 12.88 12.94 

of legal casino 

To know the problems or difficulties and bring about the prevent 
8.05 10.64 5.77 8.16 8.95 6.95 7.55 

and amendment before opening casino legally in real 

There should be public opinion to know people admiration toward the 

legal casino/to know how much the people are interested in legal 3.51 4.15 2.96 4.03 4.75 1.45 2.96 

casino 

Increase government's revenue/develop the country 1.54 1.56 1.51 1.61 1.58 0.72 2.16 

Increase liquidity within country 1.46 1.41 1.51 1.61 1.27 1.74 1.35 

The places for gambling are in order/ resolve illegal casino 0.84 0.78 0.89 1.34 0.63 0.87 1.08 

Economic of the country will be improved 0.55 0.16 0.89 0.27 0.63 0.43 0.81 

The government can control the rule within the law 0.51 0.55 0.48 - 0.40 1.01 0.54 

Should operate from small point 
0.37 0.70 0.07 - 0.48 0.58 -

then expand to wider one 

Thailand has not have capability to suppress illegal gambling 0.22 0.23 0.21 - 0.08 0.14 1.08 

Others 0.70 0.94 0.48 0.81 0.63 0.43 0.81 

*not identification 16.25 15.65 16.77 15.86 14.81 17.51 18.87 
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46.46 49.00 52.04 

12.03 15.24 17.03 

4.48 7.55 9.59 

3.07 2.14 4.76 

1.42 1.28 1.86 

2.12 1.71 1.04 

0.94 1.14 0.67 

0.47 - 0.89 

- 0.14 0.67 

0.24 0.43 0.37 

0.24 0.14 0.30 

0.71 0.71 0.74 

20.28 18.23 13.75 
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Table D.6. The Opinion, If Thai Government Opens the Legal Casino as an Experimental Project Crossing With Personal Information (continued) 

Over Occupation 
Opinions about opening legal casino as an experimental project 

all K L M N 0 p Q R s T 

Strongly agree 49.84 46.52 49.35 55.90 50.71 52.07 51.28 43.10 20.00 37.93 56.25 

To know the pros and cons or effects to consider the appropriation of 
15.51 14.48 16.02 15.53 14.58 13.47 19.76 9.77 10.00 17.24 25.00 

legal casino 

To know the problems or difficulties and bring about the prevent and 
8.05 7.80 6.93 8.70 9.51 9.59 8.45 0.57 10.00 - -

amendment before opening casino legally in real 

There should be public opinion to know people admiration toward the 
3.51 2.23 3.03 1.24 3.65 3.11 4.83 4.60 12.50 - -

legal casino/to know how much the people are interested in legal casino 

Increase government's revenue/develop the country 1.54 1.95 2.60 2.48 0.95 1.04 1.66 1.15 - - -

Increase liquidity within country 1.46 1.67 1.30 3.11 0.95 1.55 1.66 1.15 - 3.45 -

The places for gambling are in order/ resolve illegal casino 0.84 1.11 2.16 0.62 0.63 0.52 0.75 0.57 - - -
Economic of the country will be improved 0.55 1.11 0.43 1.24 0.32 - 0.45 1.15 - 3.45 -

The government can control the rule within the law 0.51 - 1.30 1.24 0.63 0.52 0.30 0.57 - - -

Should operate from small point 
0.37 - 0.43 0.62 0.48 0.78 0.30 - - - -

Then expand to wider one 

Thailand has not have capability to suppress illegal gambling 0.22 0.84 0.43 - - 0.26 0.15 - - - -

Others 0.70 0.28 0.43 0.62 1.11 0.52 1.06 - - - -

*not identification 16.25 14.76 13.42 20.50 17.43 20.47 11.92 22.99 - 13.79 18.75 
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Table D.6. The Opinion, If Thai Government Opens the Legal Casino as an Experimental Project Crossing With Personal Information (continued) 

Province 
Opinions about opening legal casino as an experimental project Overall 

u v w x y z 
Strongly agree 49.84 51.07 40.20 49.53 51.87 57.33 47.15 

To know the pros and cons or effects to consider the appropriation oflegal casino 15.51 19.94 13.57 18.01 13.97 16.85 7.69 

To know the problems or difficulties and bring about the prevent and amendment before 
8.05 9.97 4.27 9.24 7.48 8.10 7.94 

opening casino legally in real 

There should be public opinion to know people admiration toward the legal casino/to know how 
3.51 3.37 1.01 3.08 6.23 3.06 4.47 

much the people are interested in legal casino 

Increase government's revenue/develop the country 1.54 1.99 0.75 0.71 1.75 1.09 2.73 

Increase liquidity within country 1.46 1.69 0.25 1.42 1.25 1.97 1.99 

The places for gambling are in order/ resolve illegal casino 0.84 1.07 0.50 0.95 0.25 1.31 0.74 

Economic of the country will be improved 0.55 0.61 0.75 - 1.00 0.44 0.50 

The government can control the rule within the law 0.51 0.15 0.25 0.71 - 1.75 0.25 

Should operate from small point 
0.37 0.31 - 0.47 0.50 0.66 0.25 

then expand to wider one 

Thailand has not have capability to suppress illegal gambling 0.22 0.61 0.25 - - 0.22 -
Others 0.70 0.77 0.50 1.18 - 0.22 1.49 

*not identification 16.25 10.28 17.84 13.51 19.20 20.79 19.11 
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Table D.6. The Opinion, If Thai Government Opens the Legal Casino as an Experimental Project Crossing With Personal Information (continued) 

Over Gender Age (years) Education 
Opinions about opening legal casino as an experimental project 

all A B c D E F G H I J 

Disagree 19.94 16.35 23.09 17.74 17.89 23.88 22.64 18.63 16.10 22.10 33.70 

It deceives people to stick only on gamble and lazy to work or 
2.85 2.50 3.16 2.15 3.01 2.89 3.23 1.42 1.99 3.87 2.17 

study/Do not want Thai people do nothing only gamble 

Do not want any casino in Thailand 2.63 2.11 3.09 2.96 2.06 3.47 2.96 3.07 1.85 2.45 9.78 

Gambling is not a good thing, illegal/ the place to the ruin 1.50 1.56 1.44 2.15 1.27 2.32 0.27 1.42 1.28 1.93 -
Should open the operation without any experimental project in 

1.39 2.11 0.76 1.61 1.11 1.74 1.62 0.94 1.85 1.04 3.26 
which waste money 

Bring about the following problems such as criminal crime, disorder 
0.88 0.86 0.89 0.81 0.79 1.01 1.08 0.47 0.85 0.97 1.09 

in the society and corruption 

Waste the money without anything benefit in return and deteriorate 
0.66 0.55 0.76 0.54 0.55 0.87 0.81 0.47 0.57 0.82 1.09 

Thai economy 

Oppose to merit as Thailand is Buddhist society, It is improper to 
051 0.63 0.41 0.48 0.58 0.81 0.14 0.52 3.26 - -

play gambling 

Cause effects on the nation/Thailand's reputation would be tarnished 0.33 0.31 0.34 - 0.48 - 0.81 0.24 0.43 0.37 1.09 

Thai people have not ready to accept casino: Lack ofresponsibilities, 0.240. 
0.33 0.31 0.34 - 0.24 0.43 0.81 0.14 0.52 -

cannot control themselves. 71 

Others 0.26 0.39 0.14 0.27 0.16 0.43 0.27 0.71 0.14 0.22 -
*not identification 6.92 3.83 9.62 6.45 6.10 8.97 6.20 6.84 6.13 7.21 8.70 
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Table D.6. The Opinion, If Thai Government Opens the Legal Casino as an Experimental Project Crossing With Personal Information (continued) 

Opinions about opening legal casino as an experimental project Overall 
Occupation 

K L M N 0 p Q R s T 

Strongly Disagree 19.94 28.97 21.65 16.77 17.43 15.03 18.70 23.56 40.00 24.14 18.75 

It deceives people to stick only on gamble and lazy to work or 
2.85 3.34 3.03 1.86 2.69 2.33 3.32 1.15 3.45 - -

study/Do not want Thai people do nothing only gamble 

Do not want any casino in Thailand 2.63 2.23 3.03 - 2.85 2.85 2.26 4.60 10.00 3.45 -
Gambling is not a good thing, illegal/ the place to the ruin 1.50 0.56 1.30 1.86 1.58 1.30 1.96 2.30 - - 6.25 

Should open the operation without any experimental project in 
1.39 1.95 2.16 1.86 1.11 1.04 1.36 1.15 10.00 - -

which waste money 

Bring about the following problems such as criminal crime, 
0.88 1.39 0.43 1.24 079 0.76 0.45 1.72 10.00 - -

disorder in the society and corruption 

Waste the money without anything benefit in return and 
0.66 1.39 0.43 0.63 - 0.26 0.75 1.15 - - -

deteriorate Thai economy 

Oppose to merit as Thailand is Buddhist society, It is improper to 
0.51 1.39 0.87 0.62 0.16 0.78 0.15 - - - -

play gambling 

Cause effects on the nation/Thailand's reputation would be 
0.33 0.56 043 0.16 0.75 - - - - - -

tarnished 

Thai people have not ready to accept casino: Lack of 
0.33 0.56 0.87 0.62 0.32 0.30 - - - - -

responsibilities, cannot control themselves. 

Others 0.62 0.56 - 0.62 - 0.26 0.15 0.57 - 0.45 -
*not identification 6.92 12.62 6.49 5.59 5.86 4.15 5.88 9.77 10.00 13.79 6.25 
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Table D.6. The Opinion, If Thai Government Opens the Legal Casino as an Experimental Project Crossing With Personal Information (continued) 

Province 
Opinions about opening legal casino as an experimental project Overall 

u v w x y z 
Strongly Disagree 19.94 15.18 23.37 18.25 27.43 19.47 19.11 

It deceives people to stick only on gamble and lazy to work or study/Do not want Thai 
2.85 3.22 1.51 3.32 4.74 1.97 2.23 

people do nothing only gamble 

Do not want any casino in Thailand 2.63 1.99 5.03 2.13 2.74 2.41 1.99 

Gambling is not a good thing, illegal/ the place to the ruin 1.50 0.92 1.76 1.42 1.25 3.06 0.74 

Should open the operation without any experimental project in which waste money 1.39 1.23 050 2.61 1.00 1.09 1.99 

Bring about the following problems such as criminal crime, disorder in the society and 
0.88 1.23 0.25 0.24 1.50 1.53 0.25 

corruption 

Waste the money without anything benefit in return and deteriorate Thai economy 0.66 - 1.26 0.95 1.25 0.66 0.25 

Oppose to merit as Thailand is Buddhist society, It is improper to play gambling 0.51 0.31 - 0.47 1.50 0.66 0.25 

Cause effects on the nation/Thailand's reputation would be tarnished 0.33 - 0.25 - 0.75 0.22 0.99 

Thai people have not ready to accept casino: Lack ofresponsibilities, cannot control 
0.33 0.61 0.50 0.24 050 - -

themselves. 

Others 0.26 0.15 0.25 0.24 - 0.44 050 

*not identification 6.92 3.37 9.30 5.92 9.48 7.00 8.68 
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Table D.6. The Opinion, If Thai Government Opens the Legal Casino as an Experimental Project Crossing With Personal Information (continued) 

Opinions about Gender Age (years) Education Province 

opening legal 
Over 

casino as an 
all A B c D E F G H I J u v w x y z 

experimental 

project 

Neither agree 
28.32 25.67 30.65 29.57 28.90 28.94 22.37 32.08 32.62 24.54 17.39 23.01 11.31 19.77 14.11 12.45 20.29 

nor disagree 

*not 
1.90 1.72 2.06 1.88 1.19 2.03 4.31 2.83 2.28 1.41 1.09 0.30 5.28 0.47 4.46 1.72 2.69 

identification 

Table D.6. The Opinion, If Thai Government Opens the Legal Casino as an Experimental Project Crossing With Personal Information (continued) 

Opinions about opening legal 
Overall 

Occupation 

casino as an experimental project K L M N 0 p Q R s T 

Neither agree nor disagree 28.32 22.01 29.00 25.47 30.43 30.05 28.21 31.03 40.00 37.93 25.00 

*not identification 1.90 2.51 - 1.86 1.43 2.85 1.81 2.30 - - -
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Table D.7 An Attitude of the Expectation in Case That the Government Would Open Casino in Thailand Legally Crossing With Personal Information. 

Gender Age (years) Education 
The expectations of people in case of opening casino legally Overall 

A B c D E F G H I J 

The government Issues the law that controls the gambling, and 
39.64 38.33 40.84 42.47 39.70 39.38 38.00 40.21 37.80 40.05 38.97 

enforces it strictly and seriously 

Put some income from opening casino to give more benefit in 
33.61 35.19 32.17 33.68 35.62 32.10 30.43 34.44 34.59 33.64 30.15 

many parts of the society 

To open the casino legally, the country should have the central 
18.41 19.17 17.72 17.57 17.88 17.44 21.36 18.88 19.84 16.61 22.79 

committee to administrate and check the operation 

Do not have any expectation/do not want to have the casino 4.04 3.51 4.53 3.77 2.53 7.16 3.59 2.97 3.55 4.95 4.41 

Bring about disaster to the society and the nation 0.46 0.48 0.44 0.21 0.45 0.35 0.76 - 0.78 0.49 0.74 

The people do not receive any benefit/the benefit is fall upon only 
0.17 0.18 0.17 0.42 0.26 0.17 0.11 0.18 0.74 - -

one group of people 

Others 1.13 1.15 1.10 0.21 1.42 0.81 1.70 0.52 0.78 1.65 -

*not identify 2.54 2.00 3.04 1.67 2.14 2.77 4.16 2.80 2.55 2.44 2.21 
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Table D.7 An Attitude of the Expectation in Case That the Government Would Open Casino in Thailand Legally Crossing With Personal Information.( continued) 

The expectations of people in case of opening casino legally Overall 
Occupation 

K L M N 0 p Q R s T 

The government Issues the law that controls the gambling, and 
39.64 41.29 38.46 40.40 39.47 37.93 41.33 35.62 50.00 42.86 33.33 

enforces it strictly and seriously 

Put some income from opening casino to give more benefit in 
33.61 29.68 36.15 31.82 34.14 35.39 34.93 32.42 21.43 28.57 33.33 

many parts of the society 

To open the casino legally, the country should have the central 
18.41 17.63 18.85 19.70 18.02 20.87 16.85 15.53 14.29 21.43 28.57 

committee to administrate and check the operation 

Do not have any expectation/do not want to have the casino 4.04 4.73 3.46 2.53 4.31 1.81 3.32 13.24 7.14 2.38 -
Bring about disaster to the society and the nation 0.46 1.29 0.38 1.52 0.25 - 0.37 - - 2.38 -
The people do not receive any benefit/the benefit is fall upon only 

0.17 0.22 0.25 0.37 - - - - - - -
one group of people 

Others 1.13 1.51 0.77 1.52 1.40 1.27 0.62 0.91 - - 4.76 

*not identify 2.54 3.66 1.92 2.53 2.16 2.72 2.21 2.28 7.14 2.38 -
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Table D.7 An Attitude of the Expectation in Case That the Government Would Open Casino in Thailand Legally Crossing With Personal Information.( continued) 

Province 
The expectations of people in case of opening casino legally Overall 

u v w x y z 
The government Issues the law that controls the gambling, and enforces it strictly and 

39.64 40.98 39.77 36.34 41.89 39.60 38.25 
seriously 

Put some income from opening casino to give more benefit in many parts of the society 33.61 34.66 30.60 37.37 27.99 35.91 35.26 

To open the casino legally, the country should have the central committee to administrate and 
18.41 19.07 19.16 18.07 18.15 16.78 19.02 

check the operation 

Do not have any expectation/do not want to have the casino 4.04 1.93 6.12 5.13 5.98 3.02 2.78 

Bring about disaster to the society and the nation 0.46 0.52 0.16 0.21 0.77 0.17 1.07 

The people do not receive any benefit/the benefit is fall upon only one group of people 0.17 0.13 - - 0.58 0.34 -
Others 1.13 1.29 1.13 1.063 1.54 1.17 0.43 

*not identify 2.54 1.42 3.06 1.85 3.09 3.02 3.21 
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Table D.8. The Opinion of what Will be The Positive Effects on Thai Society If The Government Opens Casino Legally Crossing With Personal Information. 

Positive effects of opening casino Over Gender Age (years) Education Province 

legally on Thai society all A B c D E F G H I J u v w x y z 
Stimulate economic development of the 

4.51 4.54 4.48 4.51 4.57 4.46 4.35 4.60 4.47 4.50 4.34 4.66 4.50 4.45 4.56 4.31 4.48 
country 

Take advantage oflegal casino to lure 
3.76 3.75 3.78 3.82 3.73 3.76 3.79 3.69 3.77 3.73 3.92 3.87 3.67 3.83 3.73 3.67 3.73 

investing in local areas 

Prevent money outflow 4.98 4.96 4.99 4.80 4.97 5.03 5.15 5.03 5.01 4.94 4.99 4.97 4.88 5.02 4.95 5.01 5.00 

Casino increases employment 3.36 3.39 3.33 3.27 3.33 3.41 3.46 3.40 3.44 3.28 3.29 3.35 3.39 3.26 3.06 3.32 3.56 

Taking part in supporting tourist 
4.06 4.06 4.06 4.22 4.04 4.00 4.09 4.03 4.02 4.13 4.21 3.99 3.78 4.25 4.12 4.33 3.83 

business 

Reduce illegal casino/the government 
2.57 2.63 2.50 3.67 2.14 2.90 3.00 3.50 2.38 2.33 3.50 2.64 1.00 2.40 2.00 3.33 1.00 

receive more income 
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Table D.8. The Opinion of what Will be The Positive Effects on Thai Society If The Government Opens Casino Legally Crossing With Personal Infonnation. 
(continued) 

Positive effects of opening casino 
Overall 

Occupation 

legally on Thai society K L M N 0 p Q R s 
Stimulate economic development of 

4.51 4.41 4.57 4 .35 4.53 4.53 4 .50 4.65 3.86 4.50 
the country 

Take advantage oflegal casino to 
3.76 3.71 3.72 3.81 3.82 3.62 3.79 3.92 3.43 3.52 

lure investing in local areas 

.Prevent money outflow 4.98 5.23 5.16 5.11 4.93 4.97 4 .81 4.92 4.57 5.21 

Casino increases employment 3.36 3.25 3.38 3.39 3.37 3.41 3.28 3.55 4.00 3.91 

Taking part in supporting tourist 
4.06 4.08 4.01 3.96 4 .04 4 .05 4.19 3.73 4.71 3.91 

business 

Reduce illegal casino/the 
1.63 2.67 2.57 2.25 3.11 3.75 3.63 1.00 2.67 -

government receive more income 
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Table D.9. The Opinion of what Will be The Negative Effects on Thai Society If The Government Opens Casino Legally Crossing With Personal Information. 

Negative effects on Thai society if there Over Gender Age (years) Education Province 

are legal casinos all A B c D E F G H I J u v w x y z 
Bring about negative effects on merits 4.49 4.59 4.41 4.49 4.47 4.43 4.69 4.47 4.50 4.49 4.42 4.68 4.30 4.47 4.44 4.50 4.47 

Shattering family 4.20 4.26 4.14 4.02 4.16 4.27 4.36 4.50 4.26 4.07 4.25 4.21 4.13 4.21 4.20 4.10 4.32 

Increase criminal crime 4.61 4.62 4.60 4.58 4.64 4.65 4.47 4.68 4.56 4.62 4.61 4.54 4.53 4.65 4.58 4.59 4.80 

The next generation might think that 
4.30 4.19 4.39 4.48 4.29 4.26 4.22 4.10 4.26 4.36 4.48 4.32 4.44 4.31 4.39 4.39 3.94 

they should promote and support casino. 

Bring about economic problems 3.14 3.13 3.15 3.11 3.13 3.10 3.27 3.09 3.19 3.14 3.26 3.02 2.92 3.15 3.19 3.31 3.35 

People get more debt, be occupied by 

the temptation and bring bribery and 2.94 2.95 2.94 3.43 3.12 2.89 1.92 3.92 3.07 2.58 3.50 2.32 3.50 2.60 3.25 3.58 2.67 

corruption 
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Table D.9. The Opinion of what Will be The Negative Effects on Thai Society If The Government Opens Casino Legally Crossing With Personal Information. 
(continued) 

Negative effects on Thai society if there are legal 
Overall 

Occupation 

casinos K L M N 0 p Q R s 
Bring about negative effects on merits 4.49 4.55 4.75 4.62 4.37 4.55 4.45 4.28 4.00 4.73 

Shattering family 4.20 4.16 4.25 4.16 4.37 4.28 4.00 4.30 4.00 4.15 

Increase criminal crime 4.61 4.49 4.55 4.60 4.62 4.58 4.63 4.82 5.00 4.93 

The next generation might think that they should 
4.30 4.28 4.22 4.17 4.27 4.29 4.46 4.22 3.89 4.12 

promote and support casino. 

Bring about economic problems 3.14 3.36 3.21 3.32 3.06 2.95 3.12 3.19 3.22 2.82 

People get more debt, be occupied by the temptation 
2.94 4.14 2.50 2.80 3.00 2.67 3.45 3.50 2.67 -

and bring bribery and corruption 
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Table D.10 The Opinion If There is Central Council to Inspect The Casino Crossing With Personal Information. 

The opinions toward the creating of central council to inspect Over Gender Age (years) Education 

the casino all A B c D E F G H I J 

Strongly agree 62.71 64.22 61.39 71.43 63.67 58.09 60.11 58.41 62.25 64.38 68.82 

As it cause checking of currency, prevent money laundering, 
26.33 30.70 22.51 28.04 29.79 22.40 20.49 22.90 24.07 29.19 31.18 

bribery and corruption 

Control and enact the regulation of in the right way 9.03 8.44 9.55 3.49 9.85 5.92 7.55 8.64 9.12 9.53 8.60 

Appoint faithful persons to be member of the council 0.87 0.70 1.02 1.32 0.55 0.72 1.89 0.70 0.71 0.89 1.08 

Having tangible legal casino 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.53 0.47 0.29 1.35 0.23 0.43 0.74 -
To know the resolution, effects or mistake of the operation 0.25 0.23 0.27 - 0.32 0.14 0.54 0.23 - 0.30 1.08 

Separates from government unit that carry out dependence of 
0.22 0.23 0.20 0.26 0.16 0.14 0.27 0.23 0.30 1.08 -

working and takes responsibilities seriously 

Seriously suppress those who play gamble illegally 0.18 0.31 0.07 0.79 - 0.29 - 0.70 - 0.07 1.08 

Others 0.44 0.31 0.55 0.53 0.32 0.72 0.27 0.47 0.43 0.37 1.08 

*not identify 24.84 22.73 26.67 26.46 22.22 27.46 27.75 24.30 27.49 22.99 23.66 
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Table D.10 The Opinion If There is Central Council to Inspect The Casino Crossing With Personal Information. (continued) 

Province 
The opinions toward the creating of central council to inspect the casino Over all 

u v w x y z 
Strongly agree 62.71 58.16 59.55 61.12 67.17 69.30 63.12 

As it cause checking of currency, prevent money laundering, bribery and corruptio 26.33 27.49 13.57 28.81 27.82 35.31 22.77 

Control and enact the regulation of in the right way 9.03 9.67 8.54 11.71 10.28 4.39 9.65 

Appoint faithful persons to be member of the council 0.87 1.96 1.01 0.94 0.50 0.22 -

Having tangible legal casino 0.55 1.21 0.50 0.47 0.50 - 0.25 

To know the resolution, effects or mistake of the operation 0.25 - 0.50 0.70 0.25 - 0.25 

Separates from government unit that carry out dependence of working and takes 
0.22 0.45 0.50 0.25 - - -

responsibilities seriously 

Seriously suppress those who play gamble illegally 0.18 - 1.26 - - - -

Others 0.44 0.60 0.75 0.47 0.25 0.44 -

*not identify 24.84 16.77 32.91 18.03 27.32 28.95 30.20 
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Table D.10 The Opinion If There is Central Council to Inspect The Casino Crossing With Personal Information. (continued) 

The opinions toward the creating of 
Overall 

Occupation 

central council to inspect the casino K L M N 0 p Q R s T 

Strongly agree 62.71 62.40 58.37 68.94 60.53 60.57 69.36 53.45 40.00 60.00 81.25 

As it cause checking of currency, 

prevent money laundering, bnbery 26.33 26.74 28.76 32.92 25.63 22.98 29.90 16.09 20.00 20.00 37.50 

and corruption 

Control and enact the regulation of in 
9.03 7.80 6.01 7.45 9.91 5.74 13.15 5.17 - 13.33 12.50 

the right way 

Appoint faithful persons to be 
0.87 0.84 0.62 1.10 - 1.04 0.90 - 10.00 3.33 -

member of the council 

Having tangible legal casino 0.55 - 0.86 1.86 0.31 0.78 0.75 - - - -

To know the resolution, effects or 
0.25 0.28 - - 0.16 - 0.45 1.15 - - -

mistake of the operation 

Separates from government unit that 

carry out dependence of working and 0.22 0.56 - - 0.47 - 0.15 - - - -

takes responsibilities seriously 

Seriously suppress those who play 
0.18 0.45 1.15 - - - - - - - -

gamble illegally 

Others 0.44 0.28 - - 0.63 0.78 0.30 - - 3.33 -

*not identify 24.84 25.91 22.75 26.09 22.33 29.24 23.32 29.89 10.00 20.00 31.25 
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Table D.10 The Opinion If There is Central Council to Inspect The Casino Crossing With Personal Information. (continued) 

The opinions toward the creating of Over Gender Age (years) Education Province 

central council to inspect the casino all A B c D E F G H I J u v w x y z 

Strongly Disagree 7.25 6.64 7.78 7.14 4.57 8.82 12.94 8.18 4.27 8.20 9.68 5.89 8.29 5.85 8.77 5.92 9.90 

There should not be opening legal 

casino I do not want Thailand have 1.82 1.33 2.25 1.12 1.10 2.31 2.96 2.57 1.14 1.85 4.30 1.36 1.51 0.70 2.76 1.97 2.97 

casino 

There might have 

corruption/cheat/betray or non- 1.42 1.56 1.30 1.59 1.18 1.16 2.16 1.17 1.43 1.85 2.15 3.32 0.50 0.23 1.00 0.88 1.49 

transplant. 

There might be cheat or exploit 

government power to gain individual 0.44 0.55 0.34 0.53 0.08 0.72 1.08 0.47 0.28 0.52 - - 0.25 0.94 0.50 0.44 0.74 

benefit I to check is useless 

Thai society still has patronage 

system , in which there might be 

discrimination I it may be giving 0.18 0.23 0.14 - 1.16 0.14 0.54 0.47 - 0.22 - - 0.25 - 0.25 - 0.74 

bribery to the members of the 

council. 

The central member cannot all over 0.11 0.23 - - - 0.29 0.27 - - 0.22 - - 0.50 - - 0.22 -
Others 0.36 0.55 0.20 0.53 0.08 0.87 0.27 0.23 0.43 0.37 - 0.15 0.50 0.70 0.50 0.22 0.25 

*not identify 2.91 2.19 3.55 2.38 1.97 3.32 5.66 3.27 1.99 3.18 3.23 1.06 4.77 3.28 3.76 2.19 3.71 
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Table D.10 The Opinion If There is Central Council to Inspect The Casino Crossing With Personal Information. (continued) 

The opinions toward the creating of central council to inspect 
Overall 

Occupation 

the casino K L M N 0 p Q R s T 

Disagree 7.25 10.58 7.73 4.97 7.23 5.48 5.68 9.77 10.00 6.67 2.25 

There should not be opening legal casino I do not want 
1.82 1.67 2.58 1.24 1.57 2.35 1.35 2.30 10.00 3.33 -

Thailand have casino 

There might have corruption/cheat/betray or non- transplant. 1.42 1.67 17 1.24 1.73 1.04 1.64 - - - -

There might be cheat or exploit government power to gain 
0.44 1.29 0.47 0.78 0.30 6.25 - - - - -

individual benefit I to check is useless 

Thai society still has patronage system , in which there might be 

discrimination I it may be giving bribery to the members of the 0.18 0.56 - 0.62 0.16 - - 0.57 - - -
council. 

The central member cannot all over 0.11 0.28 0.43 - - 0.26 - - - - -
Others 0.36 0.84 - - 0.63 - 0.30 0.57 - - -
*not identify 2.91 5.57 1.72 1.86 2.67 1.04 2.09 6.32 - 3.33 -
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Table D.10 The Opinion If There is Central Council to Inspect The Casino Crossing With Personal Information. (continued) 

The opinions Gender Age (years) Education Province 

toward the 

creating of Over 

central council all A B c D E F G H I J u v w x y z 
to inspect the 

casino 

Neither agree 
24.84 24.84 24.83 19.31 25.93 27.89 20.49 27.80 28.06 22.54 17.20 34.14 26.13 29.27 15.29 16.01 23.02 

nor disagree 

*not identify 5.21 4.30 6.00 2.12 5.83 5.20 6.47 5.61 5.41 4.88 4.30 1.81 6.03 3.75 8.77 8.77 3.96 

Table D.10 The Opinion If There is Central Council to Inspect The Casino Crossing With Personal Information. (continued) 

The opinions toward the creating of central 
Overall 

Occupation 

council to inspect the casino K L M N 0 p Q R s T 

Neither agree nor disagree 24.84 20.61 30.47 20.50 27.83 25.59 20.63 33.91 30.00 30.00 12.50 

*not identify 5.21 6.41 3.43 5.59 4.40 8.36 4.33 2.87 20.00 3.33 -
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Table D .. 11 The Opinion of What Measures The Government Should Have to Set Up in Case Those Who are Occupied by The Gamble Cause Problems in Family 
Crossing With Personal Information. 

Measures setting by the government for those who are occupied by the Over Gender Age (years) Education 

gamble all A B c D E F G H I 

Issues the law to control gambler qualification including checking the real 
24.30 26.89 21.72 24.44 26.51 19.87 24.85 31.29 29.58 21.39 

finance status, age, occupation, income, certificate and membership, so forth. 

Sets up the measure of penalty such as imprisonment, fine or execution 19.02 20.39 17.65 18.33 20.16 20.51 11.83 15.34 20.07 18.98 

Enforces the relevant regulations or law seriously, the government 
10.87 9.82 11.92 10.00 10.39 10.90 11.83 7.98 7.75 12.03 

should have to control seriously 

Gives more knowledge about gambling and suggest about merits, 
8.91 8.91 8.90 9.44 8.68 9.62 8.88 6.75 6.34 10.56 

ethics/emphasizes the benefit and danger of gambling 

Provides another occupation or work to increase income in a household 4.98 5.14 4.83 5.56 3.88 6.09 5.92 4.91 4.93 4.68 

Prohibits playing gambling in the future, puts on probation by forces to 
4.08 4.83 3.32 7.22 3.41 4.49 2.96 3.68 4.58 4.28 

do good thing for society 

Not suitable to help, the gambler should take responsibility good-bad 
2.79 4.08 1.51 1.11 2.95 3.21 2.96 3.68 2.82 2.67 

by himself/individual business that the gambler should control himself 

The government should take responsibilities in problem families as the 
1.74 1.21 2.26 2.78 1.40 1.28 2.96 1.23 0.70 2.54 

government promote that population can play gambling 

Specify the time of close-open/specify the time for the gambler 1.28 0.30 2.26 2.22 1.24 0.96 1.18 0.61 2.46 0.94 

The government should have rent fund for those gambler who receive 
0.98 1.21 0.75 1.11 1.24 0.32 0.59 0.70 0.34 -

certainly income 
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Table D .. 11 The Opinion of What Measures The Government Should Have to Set Up in Case Those Who are Occupied by The Gamble Cause Problems in Family 
Crossing With Personal Information. (continued) 

Measures setting by the government for those who are occupied by the Over Occupation 

gamble all K L M N 0 p Q R s 
Issues the law to control gambler qualification including checking the real 

finance status, age, occupation, income, certificate and membership, so 24.30 25.65 16.51 26.14 28 .66 24.70 22.82 18.31 16.67 55.56 

forth. 

Sets up the measure of penalty such as imprisonment, fine or 
19.02 14.14 29.36 21.59 20.85 16.87 20.12 5.63 11.11 -

execution 

Enforces the relevant regulations or law seriously, the government 
10.87 16.75 10.09 9.09 9.77 9.64 10.21 11.27 16.67 -

should have to control seriously 

Gives more knowledge about gambling an~ suggest about merits, 
8.91 8.38 11.01 4.55 10.00 9.64 9.61 2.82 11.11 -

ethics/emphasizes the benefit and danger of gambling 

Provides another occupation or work to increase income in a 
4.98 4.71 7.34 3.41 1.95 7.83 4.80 11.27 - -

household 

Prohibits playing gambling in the future, puts on probation by forces 
4.08 2.62 2.75 7.95 3.26 3.61 4.80 4.23 33.33 -

to do good thing for society 

Not suitable to help, the gambler should take responsibility good-bad 
2.79 1.57 4.59 5.68 2.28 2.41 1.50 4.23 33.33 11.11 

by himself/individual business that the gambler should control himself 

The government should take responsibilities in problem families as 
1.74 1.57 2.75 1.14 0.98 0.60 2.40 2.82 - -

the government promote that population can play gambling 

Specify the time of close-open/specify the time for the gambler 1.28 1.05 1.83 - 1.95 0.60 1.80 - - -

The government should have rent fund for those gambler who receive 
0.98 0.52 1.83 1.30 1.20 1.20 - - - -

certainly income 
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Table D .. 11 The Opinion of What Measures The Government Should Have to Set Up in Case Those Who are Occupied by The Gamble Cause Problems in Family 
Crossing With Personal Information. (continued) 

Province 
Measures setting by the government for those who are occupied by the gamble Overall 

u v w x y z 
Issues the law to control gambler qualification including checking the real finance status, age, 

24.30 25.14 17.90 32.99 22.71 20.61 25.47 
occupation, income, certificate and membership, so forth. 

Sets up the measure of penalty such as imprisonment, fine or execution 19.02 18.65 16.17 15.74 26.57 25.00 18.63 

Enforces the relevant regulations or law seriously, the government should have to control 
10.87 23.51 18.52 6.09 14.98 3.51 8.07 

seriously 

Gives more knowledge about gambling and suggest about merits, ethics/emphasizes the 
8.91 7.03 7.41 8.63 6.76 16.67 6.83 

benefit and danger of gambling 

Provides another occupation or work to increase income in a household 4.98 6.22 9.26 3.05 3.86 3.95 3.11 

Prohibits playing gambling in the future, puts on probation by forces to do good thing for 
4.08 6.22 4.32 3.55 1.93 5.70 -

society 

Not suitable to help, the gambler should take responsibility good-bad by himself/individual 
2.79 2.70 1.23 4.06 0.97 3.95 3.73 

business that the gambler should control himself 

The government should take responsibilities in problem families as the government promote 
1.74 0.81 0.62 3.05 0.97 1.75 4.35 

that population can play gambling 

Specify the time of close-open/specify the time for the gambler 1.28 1.62 0.62 1.02 2.42 0.44 1.24 

The government should have rent fund for those gambler who receive certainly income 0.98 0.81 0.62 2.03 - 0.88 1.86 
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Table D.12 The Style of The Legal Casino in Thailand Crossing With Personal Information. 

Over Gender Age (years) Education 
The form of legal casino 

all A B c D E F G H I J 

Comprehensives entertain and relaxing places where have 
54.29 57.41 51.56 62.73 54.95 53.35 45.63 58.06 55.03 52.92 40.66 

department stores, entertain places and hotel, so forth. 
The place for playing gambling only 30.96 29.65 32.11 26.27 31.39 29.74 36.07 31.90 28.91 30.88 40.66 

Neither form is good 5.01 4.65 5.33 6.70 3.19 7.43 4.92 4.27 3.59 6.15 7.69 

Others 0.81 0.71 0.90 0.54 0.88 0.73 0.82 0.95 0.57 1.05 -
*not identify 8.92 7.57 10.10 3.75 9.58 8.75 12.57 7.82 8.91 9.00 10.99 

Table D.12 The Style of The Legal Casino in Thailand Crossing With Personal Information. (continued) 

The form oflegal Over Province Occupation 

casino all u v w x y z K L M N 0 p Q R s T 

Comprehensives 
entertain and relaxing 
places where have 

54.29 63.17 46.10 58.23 45.94 50.11 56.89 44.35 53.95 57.86 56.94 59.53 55.84 50.29 40.00 34.48 43.75 
department stores, 
entertain places and 
hotel, so forth. 
The place for playing 

30.96 27.58 36.02 28.88 32.49 31.65 31.33 35.31 33.71 27.67 30.30 27.15 30.96 26.29 30.00 58.62 56.25 
gambling only 

Neither form is good 5.01 2.62 9.57 4.06 6.35 4.62 4.51 7.06 3.07 3.77 3.35 2.61 5.46 16.00 - 3.45 -
Others 0.81 1.08 0.25 0.72 1.27 1.32 - 0.28 - 1.26 1.44 0.26 0.76 1.71 10.00 - -

*not identify 8.92 5.55 8.06 8.11 13.96 12.31 7.27 12.99 9.21 9.43 7.97 10.44 6.98 5.71 20.00 3.45 -
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Table D.12 The Supplementary Suggestion Crossing With Personal Information. 

Gender Age (years) 
Supplementary Suggestion Over all 

A B c D E F 

Regulation or rules should be strict, the government should enforce them seriously 14.65 16.39 12.86 11.83 14.24 17.20 13.89 

Study the pro and con before practice/think over the issue seriously about the positive-
11.97 12.50 11.43 10.75 13.92 11.29 9.26 

negative effects or ask for public opinion 

Should open the legal casino as soon as possible because it would increase employment and 
8.87 12.22 5.43 16.13 8.86 4.84 9.26 

prevent money outflow. 

The government should Issue the law to control the qualifications of gambler including 
7.04 8.33 5.71 7.53 7.28 4.84 10.19 

checking the real finance status, age, occupation, income, certificate and membership so forth. 

It is good If the government open legal casino because the government would get more 
2.82 3.89 1.71 3.23 3.16 1.61 3.70 

money in and bring benefit to develop the country and society. 

The country should establish legal casino in the undeveloped areas and specify those areas as 
2.54 2.78 2.29 3.23 2.53 3.76 -

gambling zones 

The members and officials in the casino should be faithful, transparent and have public mind 
2.11 2.78 1.43 2.22 1.61 3.70 -

to give money in the country's treasures than cheat in gamble 

Try to open legal casino, but if it is not give any benefit for the country, the casino would be 
1.41 1.94 0.86 1.08 1.90 1.08 0.93 

closed/should open the legal casino as an experiment 

Should have strong and security system 1.27 0.83 1.71 3.23 0.95 1.61 -
The government should seek another measures or more beneficial things to develop the 

1.13 1.67 0.57 0.95 1.61 1.85 -
country than setting up casino 
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Table D.12 The Supplementary Suggestion Crossing With Personal Information. (continued) 

Education 
Supplementary Suggestion Over all 

G H I J 

Regulation or rules should be strict, the govenunent should enforce them seriously 14.65 14.58 16.67 12.69 21.43 

Study the pro and con before practice/think over the issue seriously about the positive-negative effects or 
11.97 9.38 12.35 13.20 3.57 

ask for public opinion 

Should open the legal casino as soon as possible because it would increase employment and prevent 
8.87 9.38 11.73 8.63 -

money outflow. 

The govenunent should Issue the law to control the qualifications of gambler including checking the real 
7.04 7.29 9.26 6.60 3.57 

finance status, age, occupation, income, certificate and membership so forth. 

It is good If the govenunent open legal casino because the govenunent would get more money in and 
2.82 4.17 3.70 2.03 7.14 

bring benefit to develop the country and society. 

The country should establish legal casino in the undeveloped areas and specify those areas as gambling 
2.54 3.13 2.47 2.28 3.57 

zones 

The members and officials in the casino should be faithful, transparent and have public mind to give 
2.11 2.08 3.09 1.52 3.57 

money in the country's treasures than cheat in gamble 

Try to open legal casino, but if it is not give any benefit for the country, the casino would be 
1.41 2.08 1.85 1.27 -

closed/should open the legal casino as an experiment 

Should have strong and security system 1.27 - 1.23 1.27 -

The govenunent should seek another measures or more beneficial things to develop the country than 
1.13 1.04 0.62 1.02 3.57 

setting up casino 
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Table D.12 The Supplementary Suggestion Crossing With Personal Information. (continued) 

Over Occupation 
Supplementary Suggestion 

all K L M N 0 p Q R s T 

Regulation or rules should be strict, the government should enforce them 14.6 
11.32 9.30 18.00 19.89 16.67 11.24 14.58 - 12.50 -

seriously 5 

Study the pro and con before practice/think over the issue seriously about the 11.9 
4.72 20.93 12.00 12.50 17.78 14.20 - 50.00 12.50 -

positive-negative effects or ask for public opinion 7 

Should open the legal casino as soon as possible because it would increase 
8.87 2.83 9.30 14.00 5.68 15.56 13.02 4.17 - - -

employment and prevent money outflow. 

The government should Issue the law to control the qualifications of gambler 

including checking the real finance status, age, occupation, income, certificate and 7.04 6.60 6.98 10.00 9.09 6.67 4.73 6.25 - - 25.00 

membership so forth. 

It is good Ifthe government open legal casino because the government would get 
2.82 4.72 2.33 2.27 4.44 1.78 4.17 - - - -

more money in and bring benefit to develop the country and society. 

The country should establish legal casino in the undeveloped areas and specify 
2.54 0.94 4.65 2.84 5.33 25.00 - - - - -

those areas as gambling zones 

The members and officials in the casino should be faithful, transparent and have 
2.11 3.77 2.33 2.00 0.57 I. I I 2.37 4.17 25.00 - -

public mind to give money in the country's treasures than cheat in gamble 

Try to open legal casino, but if it is not give any benefit for the country, the 
1.41 2.83 2.33 1.14 2.22 1.18 - - - - -

casino would be closed/should open the legal casino as an experiment 

Should have strong and security system 1.27 2.83 - - 0.57 - 1.78 2.08 - - -

The government should seek another measures or more beneficial things to 
1.13 2.00 1.14 3.33 2.08 12.50 - - - - -

develop the country than setting up casino 
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Table D.12 The Supplementary Suggestion Crossing With Personal Information. (continued) 

Province 
Supplementary Suggestion Overall u v w x y z 

Regulation or rules should be strict, the government should enforce them seriously 14.65 15.26 10.61 10.34 19.84 17.39 11.34 

Study the pro and con before practice/think over the issue seriously about the positive-
11.97 16.84 9.09 11.21 9.52 12.17 8.25 

negative effects or ask for public opinion 

Should open the legal casino as soon as possible because it would increase employment and 
8.87 12.11 3.03 10.34 6.35 12.17 4.12 

prevent money outflow. 

The government should Issue the law to control the qualifications of gambler including 
7.04 7.37 9.09 7.76 6.35 6.96 5.15 

checking the real finance status, age, occupation, income, certificate and membership so forth. 

It is good If the government open legal casino because the government would get more money 
2.82 3.68 4.31 0.79 7.22 - -

in and bring benefit to develop the country and society. 

The country should establish legal casino in the undeveloped areas and specify those areas as 
2.54 1.58 3.45 3.97 4.35 1.03 -

gambling zones 

The members and officials in the casino should be faithful, transparent and have public mind 
2.11 2.11 1.72 3.97 2.61 1.03 -

to give money in the country's treasures than cheat in gamble 

Try to open legal casino, but if it is not give any benefit for the country, the casino would be 
1.41 1.58 2.59 0.79 1.74 1.03 -

closed/should open the legal casino as an experiment 

Should have strong and security system 1.27 0.53 3.03 1.72 0.79 - 3.09 

The government should seek another measures or more beneficial things to develop the 
1.13 1.05 0.86 4.35 - - -

country than setting up casino 
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APPENDIX E 
GAMBLE ACT, B.E.2478 (1935) 
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L 084 
GAMBLE ACT, B.E.2478 (1935) 

ANANDA MAHIDOL, REX. 
PARTY OF REGENT 

(By virtue of the speaker decree 
Date on the 20th Auguse B.E.2478; 

Gp.Capt. Arthit Tipapha R.N. 
Lord Y ommaratch 

General Lord Pitchayentryothin 
Given on the 31 January B.E.2478 

Being the znd year of the Present Reign. 

According to the resolution approved by the National Assembly, the Act of 
gamble shall be gathered and add supplementary. 

Be it, the King for His Royal signature to promulgate it according to the 
introduction and approved by the House of Representatives; 

Section 1 This Act is called the 'Gamble Act, B.E.2478' 
Section 2 This Act shall into force as from the date of its publication 

in the Government Gazette. 1 

Section 3 The Gamble Act, B.E.2473 and all the other laws, rules and 
regulations, insofar as they are contrary hereto or inconsistent herewith, shall be 
repealed except in section 853 and 855 of the law of private rights. 

Section 4 Prohibit arrangement or play gamble or game specified in list 
A annex of its Act, or play gamble that similar or being a dangerous other gambles 
therewith the Minister having charge and control of the execution of this Act issued 
Ministerial Regulations supplementary. However, if the government determines that a 
place is appropriate to play gamble, the minister shall make approving of the play by 
issuing a Royal decree. 

1 Published in the Government Gazette Vol. 52, Part 68, dated 1st February B.E. 2478 

The play identified in the list B annex of its Act or the play in similar or 
any other playing herein the Ministerial having charge issued Ministerial Regulations 
supplementary will be provided to gain benefit for the organizer by with direct or 
indirect in case that the Ministerial having charge or the permit issue competent official 
considered to issue the licence or there is Ministerial Regulation permits without 
licence. 

The play identified in paragraph 3 will be gamble only when receiving 
the licence to arrange or having the Ministerial Regulations permit to create without the 
licence. 

The play No.5 to 15 in the list B or the play in similar or other plays 
wherein the Ministerial issued supplementary Ministerial Regulations shall not give the 
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reward in money and no one receive the given reward in return or buy back or 
exchange the reward in convention or play or consecutive place during festival or play. 

"Section 4 the second The game of gamble play other prescription in 
section 4 wherein bet or arrange to bet in specific name of the gamble or according to 
condition in the Ministerial Regulations 

The word 'Play' in last paragraph means including guessing and fortune 
also" 

Section 5 Whoever arranges the play, normally bet for money or other 
treasures, shall be assumed in advance that this one arrange the game to gain own 
benefit and anyone attend to play with shall be assumed at first that he bet for money or 
other treasures in return. 

Section 6 Whoever are in the play network which contrary to the 
matter its Act or contrary to message in the Ministerial Regulations or license issued 
along with this Act shall be assumed in advance that he attends the play except those 
who do only look at the play in festival or ceremony or in public place. 

Section 7 All of licensed notes shall define 
( 1) The limitation features and condition of gamble clearly 
(2) Place, Date, Month, Year and time had been licensed to play. If it is 

a license for government lottery tickets, the numbers game and 
sweepstakes, there shall be numbers of the tickets that will sell and 
define the place, date and time to issue also. 

(3) The number of people who play in whether it be defied and not 
lower than 20 years old or whoever under sui juris status attends the 
game except playing in the list B No.16 

Section 8 To arrange the premium or reward by chance with any 
method in trading or occupation shall be under authorization of Government in 
advance. 

Section 9 Government Lottery tickets, number game tickets and 
sweepstakes or any other game to gamble, which give money or other benefits to one of 
players in return, the tickets shall be sent to regarded as that licensed and sealed by the 
competent official before distribution. 

Provided that in the case where such license is not issued in the last 
paragraph, any advertisement or persuasion directly or indirectly in the gamble shall be 
prohibited. 

"Section 9 the second Any person who offers to sell or sells a 
government 
lottery tickets issued according to section 9 under this Act while the winning prizes of 
which have not 
yet been drawn at a price higher than that specified on the lottery tickets shall be 
prohibited. 

Section 9 the third Any person who violate section 9 the second shall 
be liable to imprison not exceeding one month or a fine not exceeding one thousand 
Baht. 

("Section 9 the second and section 3 the third" supplemented by gamble 
act (version 8) B.E.2505 section 3) 

Section 10 The treasure seized at the house of illegal gambling as they 
are contrary hereto or inconsistent herewith message in the Ministerial Regulations or 
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St. Gabriel's Library, Au 

license issued according to its Act shall be confiscated all exempt treasure therewith not 
take out to bet. 

* The court has the power to confiscate the tool for playing gamble 
according to penal law 

The advertisement or any other documents intend to persuade other people to 
play such gamble in section 9 paragraph 2, policeman or competent official of the 
district have power to confiscate and destroy. Provided that in the case where such 
advertisement or other documents sending through post mail to receiver within the 
Kingdom, the post officer has right to confiscate such advertisement or documents 
whereas the post officer has to inform the receiver. Provided that in case where such 
the receiver contradicts that the advertisement or documents are not relevant to the 
gamble, the receiver may have the rights to appeal within 1 month as form the date the 
receiver had been informed from the post competent officer. In the case where such 
receiver appeal to the court or whenever the court decree affirms the confiscation, the 
post officer may have the power to destroy such advertisement or the seized document. 

The post competent office unveils such case or package under the 
authorization in its section shall be prohibited exempt outside sign express that in such 
case or package has confiscated things and destroy according to its Act. 

(*In section 10 paragraph two, as the penal court has been terminated by 
its Act, criminal code shall be enacted in section 32 to 36 of such criminal code) 

Section 11 the competent officer who issues the license have the rights 
to recall such license back provided that in case where exists a reasonable cause to 
believe that such person is likely to violate its Act or the Ministerial Regulations or 
such license issued under its Act. 
Section 12 Any person arranges the gamble or makes a trick, provide advertisement or 
persuade other persons directly or indirectly to attend the gamble or betting without 
receiving license from competent official or receiving such license but tricky such 
matter in the license or any person play gamble or betting in playing contrary to its Act 
or the Ministerial Regulations or the matters in such license, such person shall be liable 
under any of the following descriptions: 

1. Provided that in case where such penalty in gamble game according 
list No. I to 16 or the game according to list B No.16, specify only numbers game 
tickets or similar gamble shall be liable to imprison from 3 months to 3 years and a fine 
from 500 to 5,000 baht. Exempt such gambler or attend to bet called customer, such 
person shall be liable to imprison not exceed 3 years or a fine not exceed five thousands 
Baht or both imprison and fine. 

2. Provided that in case where such another penalties herein its Act shall 
be liable to imprison not exceed 2 years or a fine not exceed 2,000 bant or both 
imprison or fine. Exempt such penalty according to section 4 the second shall be liable 
to imprison not exceed I year or a fine not exceed 1,000 baht or both imprison or fine." 

("section 12" has been replaced by Gamble Act (version 7) B.E.2504 
section 3) 

Section 13 Any person violates the matter section 4 stipulating 
receiving or buying back or exchange the reward shall be liable to imprison not exceed 
3 months or a fine not exceed 500 baht or both imprison or fine. 

Section 14 Any person violates the matter section 8 shall be liable to 
imprison not exceed 1 year or a fine not as from 50 to 1,000 baht or both imprison and 
fine. 
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(The table of penalty rate can seek in "CD the penalty and excuse the 
allegation": Pisan formular) 

Section 14 the second Any person does penalty shall be liable 
according to this Act. In the case where any person has been released from being 
detained not exceed 3 years does penalty stipulated in its Act 

(1) In case the penalty for the first punishment is imprisonment and fine, 
he shall be liable twofold. 

(2) In case the penalty for the later punishment is imprisonment or fine, 
he shall be liable both imprison and a fine. 

("Section 14 the second" Supplementary stipulated by Gamble Act 
(version 3) B.E.2485 Section 3) 

"Section 15 Other than those penalties stipulated in its Act, provided that in 
case where such leading person ask the persecutor appeal to the court to give reward for 
the leading person and ask the court for half of a fine. In case such reward does not be 
treated as obligation, the reward shall be paid from property in dispute where as the 
court confiscate at a final judgment or pay from a fine at the court. 

("Section 15" amended by Gamble Act (version 50) B.E.2490 section 3) 
Section 16 The Ministrial Official who takes authorities according to its 

Act has power to define that such people who receive the license No.17 in the list B 
shall pay the tax not exceed 10 percent of the revenue before minus by expenditures. 
Such people receiving the gambling license No.19 in the list B has to pay the tax not 
exceed ten percent of the tickets price wherein there is a buyer before minus the 
expenditure. 

The Ministerial having charge acting as competent official according to its 
Act makes a command to license receivers in the list B No.17 , 18 and 19 pay 
increasing tax not exceed two point five percent to be the revenue oflocal municipality 
wherein gambling houses placed that may issue the license defined by the Ministerial 
Regulations. 

("Section 16" amended by Gamble Act (version 6) B.E.2503 section 3) 
"Section 16 the second The tax to pay herein according to section 16 and 

the charge according to section 17, the Ministerial having charge as competent official 
according its Act may specify the status of local. 

("Section 16 the second" stipulated by the gamble Act (version 2) B.E.2482 
section 3) 

Section 17 Minister oflnterior shall have charge and control of the 
execution 
of this Act and shall have the power to issue Ministerial Regulations setting up 
competent officer enact the Act, defining the charge for the condition of gambling for 
the execution of this Act. 

Such Ministerial Regulations shall come into force as from the day 
following 
the date of its publication in the Government Gazette. 

Countersigned by: 
Lord Nitisartphaisal 
Minister of state 
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List A 
1. A, B Lottery 
2. Fantan 
3. Fantan (Po kam) 
4. Fantan (Taou) 
5. Eight Nine 
6. Jab Yee Kee (Chinese gambling game) 
7. Solitaire 
8. Biae Boke (gambling game played with cowries) 
9. Three cards 
10. Three Woods 
11. Chang Nga or Pog 
12. Scarlet fever 
13. Ee Pong Krob 
14. Kam Tad 
15. Mai Mune or everything wheel 
16. Big head or picture guessing 
17. The gambling that torture animal such as tighten knife or tom with body of animal 

or to poison or soothing or stack fire on the back of tortoise back to see their 
running competition or another similar game which torture the animal like those 

18. Play a kind of pool 
19. Throw in part way 
20. Si Ngoun Lak 
21. Kluk Klik ( a game in which the dice are shad en in a closed vesselinstead of being 

thrown) 
22. All bottle gourds 
23. Hi-Low 
24. Ee Koy 
25. Pan Pae 
26. Ee Pong Sad 
27. Bakara 
28. Slot machine 
(List A No.27 added according to the Ministerial Regulations version 17 (B.E.2503) 
no.2 
(List A No.28 added according to the Ministerial Regulations version 18 (B.E.2504) 
no.1 

ListB 
1. Playing Gamble in which force some animals fight or compete together such as cow 

fight, cock fight, fight fish and horse racing etc. In addition to no. l 7 of the List A 
2. A track race 
3. Boxing and wrestling match 
4. Compete the speed ship or wheel ship 
5. Point out picture 
6. Throw the hoop 
7. Throw medal or any substance in many aspects of ware 
8. To angle 
9. To draw lots 
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10. To do target practice 
11. Throw the face of people or animal face or any other things 
12. Tao Kham Dan 
13. Mak Kaew 
14. Mak Hoa Dang 
15. Bingo 
16. Government Lottery, numbers game or any other games to gamble to receive 

money in return or another benefits to a gambler 
17. Totalizator for any a game 
18. Sweepstakes for any a game 
19. Book Making for any a game 
20. Selling government Lottery tickets, number game tickets or sweepstakes in which 

only within Thailand but arranged under the law the country 
21. Solitaire and other kinds of cards 
22. Daud (a game roughly similar to backgammon) 
23. Snooker 
24. Khong Aouy 
25. Sabatoy 
26. Sabasuit 
27. Football table 

28. Playing machine for electronics machine or spring for snapping, shooting or 
throwing any material in thew are by counting score or any other signs" 
(The list B no. 25-28 amended by the Ministerial Regulations (version 23) 
B.E.2530) 

Gamble Act (version 2) B.E.2482 
(Published in the Government Gazette Vol.-, Part 971, dated 2nd OctoberB.E. 
2482) 

Gamble Act (version 3) 8.E.2485 
(Published in the Government Gazette Vol. 6, Part 258, dated 2?1h January B.E. 
2485) 

Gamble Act (version 4) B.E.2485 
(Published in the Government Gazette Vol. 76, Part 2361, dated 81h December 
B.E. 2485) 

Gamble Act (version 5) B.E.2490 
(Published in the Government Gazette Vol. 45, Part 632, dated 23rd September 
B.E. 2490) 

Gamble Act (version 6) B.E.2503 
Notice:- The reason to enact as this Act is presently, municipalities receive 

some of income from giving license to play gamble in low level, with only 10 
percents of the fee from giving license and the income of municipality is not 
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sufficient for missions to develop the local areas, the gambling tax no.17, 18 and 19 
in the List B of Gamble Act B.E.24 78 have been increased as for municipalities' 
revenue 
(Published in the Government Gazette Vol. 31, Part 36'Yl, dated 13rd April B.E. 

2503) 

Gamble Act (version 7) B.E.2504 
Notice:- The reason to enact as this Act is presently, there are gambling of 

numbers cards tickets which is illegal widespread, therefore the Kingdom shall 
amend relative laws to increase punishment as a suppression. 
(Published in the Government Gazette Vol.35, Part 392, dated 18th April B.E. 
2504) 

Gamble Act (version 8) B.E.2505 
Notice:- The reason to enact this Act is presently, there are many people 

sell the government lottery tickets while the winning prizes of which have not yet been 
drawn at a price higher than that specified on the lottery tickets, cause the population 
buy the tickets in a higher price but the government cannot punish the sellers. To 
prevent and suppress selling the tickets at a price higher than specified on the lottery 
tickets, the government has to issue amendment law to prohibit the seller sell the 
government lottery tickets while the winning prizes of which have not yet been drawn 
at a price higher. 

(Published in the Government Gazette Vol.11, Part 55, dated 6th February B.E. 
2505) 
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Police Department Word of Command 
/Volume 717/B.E.2539 

Title Consideration the faults of competent policeman in the temptation suppression 

According to Word of Command released by Police Department, operation units 
have to suppress and prevent the temptation seriously and continuously according to 
the policy of the government and Interior Minister because the temptation is one of the 
causes of serious criminal crime. Relevant competent officers might take the temptation 
as a way to gain profits unfaithfully by ignoring the fulfillment of duty or conspiracy in 
those profits. In addition, the rules to examine those competent officials have not 
appropriate with present situation exactly. Therefore, to lead to efficiencies in 
temptation suppression, the Word of Command volume 897/2537 given 271

h July 
B.E.2537, title the criterion of practice and consider the faults relevant to the 
temptation, has been replaced. Then defining the fault aspects relevant to the 
temptation including examining the fault of such competent officers as follows: 

1. Faults aspects relevant to the goal temptation 
1.1 Fault about gamble are the playing gambling illegally as follows: 

1.1.1 Gamble in the list A attached in the Gamble Act, B.E.2478 with 
gambler since 20 persons. 

1.1.2 Playing gamble in well-known place among illegal gamblers or 
among the people as being a casino playing illegally as usual. 

1.1.3 Playing gamble called the numbers game, wherein seized 
gamblers are since 20 persons in the same day and the same 
region under authorities of the same police station. 

1.1.4 Playing gamble for treasures by using electronic machines or any 
gamble machine played by pressing, snapping, pulling, shooting, 
swaying or rolling and counting the scores or any signs, which 
finally emerge the win and lose. 

1.2 Fault about suppression of prostitution are as follows: 
1.2.1 Forcing woman for prostitution 
1.2.2 Detaining children or woman for prostitution 
1.2.3 Managing or raising up children or woman not exceed 18 years 

old for prostitution 
Those activities, no matter where conduct in prostitution houses, hotel, 
Inn, restaurant, house or any other places having activities or behaviors 
for prostitution. 

1.3 Faults relevant to service place are : 
1.3.1 Opening the place without permission 
1.3.2 Opening the place overtime or over the time defined in the 

license 
1.3.3 Manage the filthy show or any other activities deteriorate moral 

of people in the society 
1.3.4 Permit the person whose age lower than 20 years old and does 

not work in that place, come in the place among the opening 
time. 

1.4 Fault about filthy and obscenity media such as fault about obscenity 
document, drawing, printing, color picture, film, recording, picture film, 
disk or any other media about filthy and obscenity. In addition, being the 
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place or sources of the filthy and obscenity media distribution to know 
in general as the source or place for those media as usual. 

2. The attitudes considered as faults 
2.1 Neglect and not interest to suppress or arrest 
2.2 Relevant to the illegal temptation places for filthy lucre 
2.3 Urge, receive or have benefit relative to the temptation place for filthy 

lucre 
3. Those ones who have to be considered as having faults 

3.1 Policeman in prescient 1-9 and General Headquarter of 
Metropolitan constabulary 
3.1.1 Inspector official and investigate officers of the police station 

take responsibility in the area while there are found the fault 
3 .1.2 Police Inspector, suppression police inspector, police inspector in 

the police station found the fault 
3.1.3 Investigate police inspector, division police inspector, minor 

police inspector of the investigation department has been 
assigned to take responsibility in the area found the fault 

3.1.4 Vice superintendent of investigate police precinct , vice 
superintendent of suppression police precinct, vice 
superintendent of investigate in assigned case investigate 
division, vise superintendent of head of the police station in the 
area found the fault 

3.1.5 Superintendent of police precinct, superintendent of investigate 
police precinct, superintendent of vice chief provincial 
constabulary who has been assigned to take responsibility in the 
area found the fault 

3.1.6 Vice superintendent of provincial constabulary, vice 
superintendent metropolitan constabulary, vice superintendent of 
chief of provincial constabulary province in the area found the 
fault 

3 .1. 7 Superintendent of provincial constabulary province, 
superintendent of metropolitan constabulary, vice superintendent 
of chief of provincial constabulary of the province of area found 
the fault 

3.2 Central Bureau of Investigation headquarter 
3 .2.1 Police prescient in prescient 1-5 of suppression division take 

responsibility to suppress the temptation in responsible area. 
Suppression Police inspector and investigate police inspector of 
second part, first division of marine police, suppression police 
investigate and investigate police inspector first part of first 
superintendent division, train police of area found the fault 

3.2.2 Vice superintendent in the prescient 1-5 of suppression division 
who take responsibility to suppress the temptation in responsible 
area, vice superintendent (second part), first division of marine 
police, vice superintendent (first part) first superintendent 
division, train police of area found the fault 
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3.2.3 Superintendent of prescient 1-5 of suppression division, first 
superintendent, marine police, first superintendent, train police 
division of area found the fault 

3.2.4 Vice superintendent of suppression, vice superintendent of 
marine police, vice superintendent of train police who take 
responsibility according to the prescient or who had been 
assigned as a competent officer to take responsibility to prevent 
and suppress the temptation 

3.2.5 Commander in chief of suppression division, Commander in 
chief of marine police, Commander in chief of train police 
division in case that the police under the supervise of those 
agencies gain the profit or fault in duty 

3.3 All policemen who relative or conspiracy in gaining the profit for filthy 
lucre from the temptation place 

4. Examining the fault 
In case that the police from other unit or the upper commander in chief seize 
those ones related to the temptation fault, do as follows: 
4.1 the chief who arrest reports the seize and reason to seize including copy 

of the seize recorder to vice Director General of police, metropolitan 
constabulary commander, Central investigation commander who take 
responsibility in the area directly or in case within 24 hours. Initiate 
report should tell how difficulty the investigation leads to arrest, how 
long the fault had been done in period? And is there any policeman had 
been fault? 

4.2 In case where exists a reasonable cause to believe that suppression 
policeman does fault, the chief who arrest report the seize and reason to 
arrest include copy the seize recorder to commander and central 
investigate police commander in addition to the report according to 4.1 
within 24 hours. 

4.3 Vice Director General of police department who is a chief of the region 
or commander in chief of metropolitan police and commander in chief 
of central investigate bureau up to the case. Whenever receive the report 
according to 4.1 or 4.2 then finding fact according to the regulation 
within 7 days 

4.4 The resolutions of fact-finding, if it appears that it is the fault of any 
person, terminate the case. And if it appears that it is the fault, do 
punishment according to specified rule and/or penal cord with those 
relative police. In case of reason and necessary to consider, offer to keep 
the suspect in advance according to the rules or law. In addition, to 
consider the operation according to the Word of Command by Police 
department Volume 1212/2537, given on 1st October B.E.2537, title : 
the control measure and promote the behavior and discipline of police 
office also. 

4.5 Assistant General Director chiefs of the region, metropolitan police 
commander, central investigate bureau commander, or in case, report the 
resolution of fact-finding investigation. Setting up discipline 
investigation, opinion in criminal process and command keeping the 
police as preserve. Director General and vice Director General of police 
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department of criminal prevent and suppression division having charge 
in this are know as soon as possible. 

4.6 Vice Director General of criminal prevent and suppression division 
purpose the opinion of considering the process in penal cord, keeping 
the suspect as preserve and offer the Director General for further 
command as soon as possible. 

5. Criterion and penalty 
5.1 Necklace and not interest in investigation and suppression, if he is in 

warrant policeman, be detained. In case of officer's commission, detain 
his vehicles. 

5.2 Conspire with the illegal temptation place for filthy lucre but does not 
appear the evidence for give punishment according to discipline and 
penal cord, consider to process in ruling process. 

5.3 Conspire with the illegal temptation place for filthy lucre and have 
enough evidences to do penalty upon him either discipline or penal cord, 
assume as serious discipline fault and give penalty according to the book 
of Police Department Volum 0522.41/7366, given day on 61

h June 
B.E.2538,"Title: the level of punishment upon police officer", and 
conduct in penal cord also. 

Herein, the command apply to come into force as from now on 
Given on the 3rd September B.E.2539 

Police General. Pot Bounyachinda 
Director General 
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The ministerial Resolution 
Version 17 (B.E.2503) 

Issued under Gamble Act, B.E.2478 

Given by virtue of section 4 and section 17 of the Gamble Act, 
B.E.2478, Section 16 of Gamble Act, B.E.2478, amended by the Gamble Act 9version 
6) B.E.2503 and Section 16 the second of the Gamble Act, B.E.2478, amended by the 
Gamble Ace (version 2), B.E.2482. The minister of Interior shall have the power to 
issue the Ministerial Resolution as follows: 

No. 1 The Ministerial Resolutions as following shall be replaced 
(1) Interior Ministerial Resolution issued under section 

17 of the Gamble Act, B.E.2478 
(2) Interior Ministerial Resolution issued under section 

4 and section 17 of the Gamble Act, B.E.2478 (version 2) 
(3) Interior Ministerial Resolution issued under section 

17 of the Gamble Act, B.E.2478 (version 3) 
(4) Interior Ministerial Resolution issued under the 

Gamble Act, B.E.2478 (version 4) 
(5) Interior Ministerial Resolution issued under the 

Gamble Act, B.E.2478 (version 5) 
(6) Interior Ministerial Resolution issued under the 

Gamble Act, B.E.2478 and the Gamble Act (version 2) B.E.2478 
(Version 6) 

(7) Interior Ministerial Resolution issued under the 
Gamble Act, B.E.2478 (version 7) 

(8) Interior Ministerial Resolution issued under the 
Gamble Act, B.E.2478 (version 8) 

(9) Interior Ministerial Resolution (version 9) issued 
under the Gamble Act, B.E.2478 

(10) Interior Ministerial Resolution (version 10) issued 
under the Gamble Act, B.E.24 78 

(11) Interior Ministerial Resolution (version 11) issued 
under the Gamble Act, B.E.24 78 

(12) Interior Ministerial Resolution (version 12) issued 
under the Gamble Act, B.E.2478 

(13) Ministerial Resolution vers10n 13 (B.E.2490) 
issued under the Gamble Act, B.E.2478 

(14) Ministerial Resolution vers10n 14 (B.E.2492) 
issued under the Gamble Act, B.E.2478 

(15) Ministerial Resolution version 15 (B.E.2493) 
issued under the Gamble Act, B.E.2478 

(16) Ministerial Resolution vers10n 16 (B.E.2503) 
issued under the Gamble Act, B.E.24 78 

No. 2 Annex following game as a gamble game in the list A attached the 
Gamble Act, B.E.2478 

Bakara 
No. 3 Annex following games as a gamble games in the list B attached 

the Gamble Act, B.E.2478 
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1. Sabatoy 
2. Sabasuit 
3. Football table 
4. Playing gamble for treasures by using electronic 

machines or any gamble machine played by pressing, snapping, 
pulling, shooting, swaying or rolling and counting the scores or any 
signs, which finally emerge the win and lose. 

No. 4 Being a government official as following are the competent 
officials to issue the license to play gamble according to the list B attached the Gamble 
Act and issue the license to arrange and prepare premium or reward by gambling by 
any measure for trading or occupation in section 8. 

( 1) Being a police officer's commission in the local having 
position as from police inspector, for Metropolitan and 
Dhonburi province. 

(2) Being a Districe office (Nai Amphur) in local or deputy Nai 
Amphur who is the chief of sub-district, for another province 
except Bangkok and Dhonburi, provided that, it is under the 
following conditions: 
A. The Competent official having power to issue the license 

shall isue the license in following gambles 
(1) Horse Racing or another animal racing which is not 

include totalizater, sweepstake or book making 
(2) A track race is not include totalizater, sweepstake or 

book making 
(3) Majongg, Solitaire and other kinds of cards except 

poker card 
(4) Daud 
(5) Khong Aouy 
(6) Sabatoy 
(7) Sabasuit 

B. Following gambles shall be licensed when such 
commanders command the approval to issue the license: 
(a) Metropolitan Commander, for Bangkok metropolitan 
and Dhonburi province (b) A provincial office for 
another provinces except Bangkok metropolitan and 
Dhonburi Province. 
(1) Other kinds of animal fight 
(2) Boxing, wrestling 
(3) Poker card, Pai pae (like poker) 
(4) Snooker 
(5) Arrangement premium or reward by gamble with any 

method measure for trading or occupation 
C. Following gamble can be issued whenever the interior 

minister command approving to issue: 
( 1) Compete the speed ship or wheel ship 
(2) Point out picture 
(3) Throw the hoop 
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St. Gabrkl's Library, Au 

( 4) Throw medal or any substance in many aspects of 
ware 

(5) To angle 
(6) To draw lots 
(7) To do target practice 
(8) Throw the face of people or animal face or any other 

things 
(9) Tao Kham Dan 
( 10) Mak Kaew 
(11) Mak Hoa Dang 
(12) Bingo 
(13) Government Lottery, numbers game or any other 

games to gamble to receive money in return or 
another benefits to only one gambler 

(14) Horse racing or other animals racing where is 
including totalizater, sweepstakes, book making. 

(15) A track race where there is including totalizater, 
sweepstakes, book making. 

(16) Totalizater for any a game 
(17) Sweepstakes for any a game 
(18) Book Making for any a game 
(19) Selling government Lottery tickets, number game 

tickets or sweepstakes in which only within Thailand 
but arranged under the law the country 

(20) Football table 
(21) Playing gamble for treasures by using electronic 

machines or any gamble machine played by pressing, 
snapping, pulling, shooting, swaying or rolling and 
counting the scores or any signs, which finally 
emerge the win and lose, no matter by score counting 
or any signs. 

No. 5 The license issued according to the gambles in the list B under this 
Act shall be valid not exceeding the numbers of days and within following duration as 
follows: 

(a) Following Gambles shall be valid not exceed 1 day and 
playing within following duration: 
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Gambles Duration 

1. Playing Gamble in which force some animals fight or 
compete together without totalizater, sweepstakes or book making. 7 am to 7 pm 

2. A track race 
3. Compete the speed boat or wheel boat 
4. Khong Aouy 
5. Boxing and wrestling match 
6. Point out picture 
7. Throw the hoop 
8. Throw medal or any substance in many aspects of ware 
9. To angle 
10. To draw lots 
11. To do target practice 
12. Throw the face of people or animal face or any other things 
13. Tao Kham Dan 
14. MakKaew 
15. Mak Hoa Dang 
16. Bingo 
17. Sabatoy 
18. Sabasuit 
19. Playing Gamble in which force some animals fight or 

compete together include totalizater 
20. Totalizater for any a game 
21. Book Making for any a game 
22. Majongg, Solitaire and other kinds of cards Sunday 

Other days 
22.Daud Sunday 

Other days 

7 am to 7 pm 
7 am to 7 pm 
7 am to 7 pm 
12 am to 12 pm 
7 am to 12 pm 
7 am to 12 pm 
7 am to 12 pm 
7 am to 12 pm 
7 am to 12 pm 
7 am to 12 pm 
7 am to 12 pm 
7 am to 12 pm 
7 am to 12 pm 
7 am to 12 pm 
7 am to 12 pm 
7 am to 12 pm 
7 am to 12 pm 

12 am to 8 pm 
12 am to 8 pm 
12 am to 8 pm 
12 am to 12 pm 
6 pm to 12 pm 
12 am to 12 pm 
6 pm to 12 pm 

(b) Following gambles shall not exceeding the number of days as 
from the date of issuing the license to the date of issuing the said lottery tickets many 
times until the last issue and only one lottery ticket or many times. In case that the 
issue is in Thailand, the gamble shall be duration of 7 am to 12 pm at the defined date. 

1. Government Lottery, numbers game or any other games to gamble to 
receive money in return or another benefits to a gambler 

2. Sweepstakes for any a game 
3. Selling government Lottery tickets, number game tickets or 

sweepstakes in which only within Thailand but arranged under the 
law the country 

(c) Snooker, football table or Playing gamble for treasures by 
using electronic machines or any gamble machine played by 
pressing, snapping, pulling, shooting, swaying or rolling and 
counting the scores or any signs, which finally emerge the 
win and lose, shall not exceeding 30 days from the license 
issue date. The duration shall be 5 pm to 11 pm. 
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No. 6 license issued under this Act shall be defined a validation, manage 
premium or reward by gamble of any method of trading or occupation, counting as 
from the date that competent official issue the license to the date that competent officer 
define according to his decision. The duration of gamble should be within 7 am to 12 
pm of the defined date. 

No. 7 The gambles according to the following of list B, should be licensed to play 
only in public festival or seasonal festival or special occasion. 

1. Point out picture 
2. Throw the hoop 
3. Throw medal or any substance in many aspects of ware 
4. To angle 
5. To draw lots 
6. To do target practice 
7. Throw the face of people or animal face or any other things 
8. Tao Kham Dan 
9. MakKaew 
10. Mak Hoa Dang 
11. Bingo 

No. 8 The holder of license in the gamble according to the list B shall report the 
amount of revenue, income and expenditure in each day submit to competent official 
who issue the license in the morning everyday. 

1. Totalizater for any a game 
2. Book Making for any a game 
No. 9 Wherein the competent official issue the license call for the holder of 

permit submit the list of the amount of government lottery tickets price in the gamble 
according to the list B that there is buyer 

1. Government Lottery, numbers game or any other games to gamble to 
receive money in return or another benefits to a gambler 

2. Sweepstakes for any a game 
3. Selling government Lottery tickets, number game tickets or sweepstakes in 

which only within Thailand but arranged under the law the country 
No. 10 The holder of license in the gamble according to the list B shall report 

the place, date and time to issue the tickets at least 3 days before the tickets issuing and 
the competent official shall issue evidence as receiving the issuing. 

1. Government Lottery, numbers game or any other games to gamble to 
receive money in return or another benefits to a gambler 

2. Sweepstakes for any a game 
No. 11 The holder of license in the gamble according to the list B shall manage 

the price account and permit the competent official who issued the license has the right 
to inspect the account 

1. Government Lottery, numbers game or any other games to gamble to 
receive money in return or another benefits to a gambler 

2. Totalizater for any a game 
3. Sweepstakes for any a game 
4. Book Making for any a game 
5. Selling government Lottery tickets, number game tickets or sweepstakes in 

which only within Thailand but arranged under the law the country 
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No. 12 Determine the tax according to section 16 paragraph 1 and section 16 
the second as follows: 

(1) The holder of license in Totalizater for any a game, the payment of tax 
under such law are 
(a) In metropolitan province and Dhonburi province at 10 percent of 

revenue value before minus expenditure value. 
(b) In another provinces, the payment is at 5 percent of revenue value before 

minus expenditure value 
(2) The holder of license in Book Making for any a game, the payment of tax 

under such law are 
(a) In metropolitan province and Dhonburi province at 10 percent of 

revenue value after minus expenditure value. 
(b) In another provinces, the payment is at 5 percent of revenue value after 

minus expenditure value 
6. The holder of license in gamble government Lottery tickets, number game 

tickets or which any other benefit to only one, sweepstakes or selling 
government Lottery tickets, number game tickets in which is not issued 
within Thailand but arranged under the law the country shall have to pay tax 
under such law as follows: 
(a) In metropolitan province and Dhonburi province at 10 percent of 

revenue value that the buyer has to minus the expenditure 
(b) In another provinces, the payment is at 5 percent of revenue value that 

the buyer has to minus expenditure value 
In addition to such tax, the holder of license in gamble has to pay the tax as 
stated in section 16 paragraph 2 to more than 2.5 percent of the value to pay 
for being a revenue of the municipality in the local that having gambling 
defined in the license. 

No. 13 The gambling according to the list B can be setting without the license 
(1) Bridges card, arrange in the associate among the members or people that 

the associate permits or arrange in the house among sibling. The 
associate where to manage the playing or house owner, as the case may 
be, does not call for payment or receive the benefit both direct or 
indirect from the gamble. 

(2) Snooker playing in the home place where the place are wider and 
entirely covered not exceed than 1 snooker table. The playing manager 
or house owner, as the case may be, does not call for or receive the 
benefit both direct or indirect from the play or play for festival in the 
associate created according to the civil and commercial code not exceed 
5 tables. The associate collect the game appropriately and arrange the 
game as the office days in general between 3 pm to 01.00 am of the next 
day including to act according to the aspect of limitation and defined 
condition in the license, snooker playing can play mutatis mutandis. 

(3) A track race where exclude totalizater for any a game, sweepstakes, 
book making. Boxing and wrestling match where the department of 
Physical Education or Education division in the regional part created 
among students. 
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No. 14 The competent official who issue the license may avert the issue from 
limitation aspect of condition defined after license issued only being approved from the 
Interior Ministry. 

No. 15 Any person having attention to arrange gamble according to the list B 
or arrange to prepare the premium or reward by gamble with any method in trading or 
occupation according to section 8, draft the application according to the attachment of 
this Ministerial Regulation and submit to the competent official who issued the license 
in the place. 

No. 16 Under the rule in no.19, the license prepare for gamble in the list B and 
the license prepare the premium or reward by gamble with any method in trading or 
occupation according to section 8, apply the form attached at the end of the ministerial 
resolution. 

No. 17 The payment of fee for license to play gambling according to the list B 
shall be prescribed as follows: 

Gamble 
1. Playing Gamble in which force some animals fight or 

compete together 
(a)Cow fight, buffalo, goat or sheep fight 
(b) other kinds of animal except cow , buffalo, 

goat or sheep fighting 
( c )horse racing 
In Bangkok 
In other provinces 
( d) other kinds of animal for racing except horse 
2. A track race 
3. Boxing and wrestling match 
4. Compete the speed boat or wheel boat 
5. Point out picture 
6. Throw the hoop 
7. Throw medal or any substance in many aspects of ware 
8. To angle 
9. To draw lots 
10. To do target practice 
11. Throw the face of people or animal face or any 

other things 
12. Tao Kham Dan 
13. Mak Kaew 
14. Mak Hoa Dang 
15. Bingo 
16. Government Lottery, numbers game or any other 

games to gamble to receive money in return or another 
benefits to a gambler 

17. Totalizater for any a game 
In Bangkok 
In others provinces 

18. Sweepstakes for any a game 
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Fee 

400 baht a day 
200 baht a day 

500 baht per trip 
50 baht per trip 
200 baht per trip 
200 baht a day 
200 baht a day 
200 baht per ring a day 
200 baht per ring a day 
200 baht per ring a day 
200 baht per ring a day 
200 baht per ring a day 
200 baht per ring a day 
200 baht per ring a day 
200 baht per ring a day 
200 baht per ring a day 
200 baht per ring a day 
200 baht per ring a day 
200 baht per ring a day 

5,000 baht in each time 

10,000 baht per ring a day 
1,000 baht per ring a day 
1,000 baht in each time 
5,000 baht per ring a day 



19. Book Making for any a game 
20. Selling government Lottery tickets, number game 

tickets or sweepstakes in which only within Thailand but 
arranged under the law the country 

21. Cards 
(a) Majongg 
(b) Poker card , Pae card 
( c) Pong china card, secheaq card 
( d) other kinds of cards 
If play among sibling in the house that is not in store 
or not regular 

22. Daud (a game roughly similar to backgammon) 
23. Snooker 
24. Khong Aouy 
25. Sabatoy 
26. Sabasuit 
27. Football table 
28. Playing gamble for treasures by using electronic 

machines or any gamble machine play by pressing, 
snapping, pulling, shooting, swaying or rolling and 
counting the scores or any signs, which finally 
emerge the win and lose. 

1,000 baht per ring a day 

1,000 baht per ring a day 
2,000 baht per ring a day 
1,000 baht per ring a day 

100 baht per ring a day 

50 baht per ring a day 
100 baht per ring a day 

300 baht per table a month 
100 baht per ring a day 
100 baht per ring a day 
100 baht per ring a day 
1,000 baht per table a month 

2,000 baht a machine 

No.18 Fee for the license to prepare premium or reward by gamble with any method in 
tradin ation shall be prescribed as follows: 

Time valid in license Fee 
1 day 
not exceed 7 days 
not exceed 1 month 
not exceed 6 months 
not exceed 1 year 

300 Baht 
600 Baht 
1,500 Baht 
6,000 Baht 
9,000 Baht 

No. 19 The application forms asking for license for playing gambling and the 
license to arrange the gamble according to the list B attached the Ministerial Resolution 
version 13 (B.E.2490), shall apply until the date on 31st December B.E.2503 

Given on the 2i11 Day of July B.E.2503 

General Prapass Charusthira 
Interior minister 
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Notice: The ministerial resolution as from version I to version I6 issued under the 
Gamble Act, B.E.24 78 has been placed by no.I of the ministerial resolution version I 7 
(B.E.2503). The matters in the ministerial resolution version I8 to version 27 has been 
amended in the ministerial resolution version I 7, thus, there shall not be typed here. 

Initial matters in no.3 have been replaced by the ministerial resolution version 23, 
(B.E.2530) no.2 and use the new matters as shown instead. 

Initial matters in (21) of no.4 ( c) have been replaced by the ministerial resolution 
version 23, (B.E.2530) no.3 and use the new matters as shown instead. 

Initial matters in (c) of no.5, wherein amended by the ministerial resolution 
version I8 (B.E.2504) have been replaced by the ministerial resolution version 23, 
(B.E.2530) no.4 and use the new matters as shown instead. 

Initial matters in (2) of no.13, wherein amended by the ministerial resolution 
version 18 (B.E.2504) no.5 have been replaced by the ministerial resolution version 27, 
(B.E.2534) no. I and use the new matters as shown instead. 

Initial matters in no.17 wherein amended by the ministerial resolution version I 8 
(B.E.2504) have been replaced by the ministerial resolution version 20, (B.E.2524) 
no. I and use the new matters as shown instead. 

Initial matters in no.28 of no.17 wherein amended by the ministerial resolution 
version 20 (B.E.2524) have been replaced by the ministerial resolution version 23, no.5 
and use the new matters as shown instead. 

Initial matters in no.18 have been replaced by the ministerial resolution version 
20, (B.E.2524) no.2 and use the new matters as shown instead. 

Government's casino wherein the ministry of finance established. 
Section 5 To go inside or outside any government's casino or gamble or practice 

another things as well as rate of fee in place of casino shall comply therewith such rule 
that the minister of finance may prescribe. 

Section 6 The Minister of finance shall have charge and 
control of the execution of this Royal Decrees. 

Countersigned by: 

Pibulsongkram 
Prime Minister 
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